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That's Dancin' in Friday 
wrnmmmmmmmmmmmmmM 
Phil Collins in Friday 
Friday, March 22,1985 
THEBCLNEWS 
Vol. 67 Issue 97 
Loss of financial aid possible 
by Phillip B. Wilton 
reporter 
AS many as one in five college 
students now receiving some 
sort of financial aid may experi- 
ence a loss in assistance if Presi- 
dent Reagan's cuts for the 
proposed federal budget of 1986- 
1967 are approved. 
According to Conrad McRo- 
berts. University director of fi- 
nancial aid, and Suzanne 
Crawford, director of affirma- 
tive action and chair of the Ohio 
Student Loan Board, if all goes 
as planned, defense spending 
would rise an estimated 26 per- 
cent while aid for needy college 
students would be cut as much 
as 10 percent. 
The two University officials 
explained the consequences of 
the proposed financial aid cuts 
at a presentation sponsored by 
Campus Democracts in the 
Alumni Room of the University 
Union last night. 
McRoberts pointed out Rea- 
gan wants students' financial 
responsibility to Increase $900, 
raising personal expectancy 
from $800 to $1700. More sum- 
mer dollars will have to be 
saved by students if they expect 
to continue their education. 
ANOTHER  MAJOR 
would be the redefinition of i 
independent student, which was 
originally "any student who has 
not lived with their parents for 
over six weeks, been claimed as 
a tax deduction, or received $750 
from home." The new term calls 
for "all students under 22 to be 
claimed dependent and anyone 
older would have to prove they 
weren't dependent," Crawford 
said. 
Reagan's proposals also in- 
clude family salary income caps 
of $32,000 for Guaranteed Stu- 
dent Loans and a $25,000 cap for 
students who wish to apply for 
Pell Grants, National Direct 
Student Loans and College 
Work-study loans. The proposal 
would eliminate the Supplemen- 
tal Educational Opportunity 
Grants. 
"He is trying to force more of 
the financial burden on families 
but the proposed mega-cap 
(ceiling) would hurt some of the 
most needy students on campus, 
especallv grads, who are re- 
quired to pay more tuition," 
McRoberts said. 
An additional cap would re- 
strict the total amount of total 
financial aid available per year 
to $4,000. 
The Guaranteed Student 
Loan, the most used loan vehicle 
in the country would be cut 30 to 
35 percent, Crawford said. Sixty- 
one percent of the recipients of 
this loan are freshmen and soph- 
omores. 
IN A JOINT resolution aimed 
at Congress, the Ohio General 
Assembly recently Indicated 
that one In five students who are 
receiving aid now would experi- 
ence "a loss of assistance" if the 
Reagan proposal was passed. 
The resolution also stated that 
the aid budget for 1986 is $2.3 
billion dollars less than the level 
requested for 1965. 
'Silent Scream' turnout large 
Abortion procedure shown 
by Ellen Zlmmerll 
staff reporter 
The turn out was so large for 
last night's showing of "The 
Silent Scream," that Students 
for Life had to show it twice. 
Students filled room 110 in the 
Business Administration build- 
ing to watch the 28 minute film 
that included an ultrasound pic- 
ture of an abortion being per- 
formed in the twelfth week of 
pregnancy. About 70 students 
who could not fit into the over- 
crowded room waited to see a 
snowing of the film in room 112. 
"The response here is ter- 
rific," Linda Theiss, past presi- 
dent of Ohio Right to Life, said. 
Theiss spoke and answered 
questions after the film. 
"Mostly, people are so ap- 
palled by the reality (of the 
film) that it is hard to get a 
discussion started," she said. 
The film was narrated by 
Bernard Nathanson M.D., who 
was one of the founders of the 
National Abortion Rights Orga- 
nization in 1989 and for two 
years was the director of one of 
the largest abortion clinics in 
the world. 
BUT NATHANSON has done 
a complete turnabout and is now 
a pro-life advocate. 
He said in the film that it is 
the "first time we see an abor- 
tion from the victim's vantage 
point." 
The procedure for the abor- 
tion is explained in the film; the 
instruments used are shown and 
the purpose for each instrument 
is described. 
Once the amniotic fluid has 
been drained, "the fetus is re- 
moved with a suction that tears 
the pieces of the body away one- 
by-one," Nathanson describes in 
the film "Because the head is 
too large to fit through the open- 
ing it Is first crushed and then 
removed," Nathanson said. 
After describing the proce- 
dure, an ultrasound picture of 
the abortion is shown and the 
procedure is explained again as 
it happens. 
"You can see the child rear- 
ing away from the tip (of the 
instrument) before it even 
touches it," Nathanson said. It's 
heartbeat increased from 140 
beats per minute to 200. 
"Here you can see the baby's 
mouth wide open in a silent 
scream... There is no question 
this child senses imminent dan- 
ger," Nathanson said. 
Following the ultrasound por- 
tion of the mm, graphic pictures 
of fetuses aborted in the third 
trimester are shown. 
ALTHOUGH THEISS said 
that mostly pro-life people come 
to see the film, there were pro- 
choice people present. 
Steven Olsen, a sophomore 
pre-business major who is pro- 
choice, said he thought the film 
"plays a lot on your emotions. It 
shows dead children in full body. 
How do we know how those 
bodies got there? There are such 
things as when the body natu- 
rally aborts." 
Olsen said the film did not 
change his mind about abortion, 
but that his mother saw it and it 
did change her mind. 
"I was more upset with the 
way the woman's body was 
shaking when they showed that 
part than I was with the actual 
abortion," Olsen said. "It 
seemed more like surrealism." 
There was also a lot of posi- 
tive response after the film from 
people who stayed for the dis- 
cussion. Many voiced 
agreement with Theiss' com- 
ments. 
Theiss said the focus of the 
pro-life movement is now mov- 
ing more toward the baby. 
We are using a message that 
is so subtle and so clear," Theiss 
said. She held up a poster and 
read the message: "When they 
tell you that abortion is a matter just between a woman and her 
doctor, they're forgetting some- 
one." Linda Theiss BG News/Susan Crow 
For students affected by these 
cuts, there is hope these pro- 
posed cuts may never become 
reality. Congress denied the 
president's similar guidelines 
for aid in 1961. 
McRoberts and Crawford be- 
lieve that students need to be 
more responsive in the coming 
months. 
"Although the sympathy in 
Washington doesn't seem to fa- 
vor the administration now, it 
could change - so it's very Im- 
portant that needy college stu- 
dents make their concerns 
known to Congress before its too 
late." Crawford said. 
Limited 
business 
offered 
Some S&Ls open 
without approval 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Five 
state-chartered savings and 
loans were open for Business 
yesterday, but the state Com- 
merce Department's director 
says some of them opened be- 
fore they should have. 
Director Kenneth Cox said 
yesterday afternoon that only 
Century Savings had received 
authorization from the state to 
reopen yesterday. Cox said he 
has asked two or three others 
that opened for limited business 
yesterday to close up again to- 
day. 
Cox declined to identify the 
savings and loans that he had 
asked not to open today. The 
regulations authorized by emer- 
gency legislation Wednesday 
that would have allowed the 
institutions to reopen for limited 
business, have not yet been en- 
acted, he said. 
"THERE ARE also a handful 
that are close to approval for full 
service," said Brian Usher, 
Gov. Richard Celeste's press 
secretary. Usher said approval 
could come today or next week. 
Meanwhile, Ohio Attorney 
General Anthony Celebrexze an- 
nounced yesterday that Law- 
rence Kane, a Cincinnati 
attorney, has been appointed as 
special prosecutor to investigate 
the collapse of Home State Sav- 
ings Bank of Cincinnati - a col- 
lapse that triggered runs by 
depositors at some other S&Ls 
and ultimately led to Celeste's 
order to close 69 thrifts in addi- 
tion to Home State. 
Celebrezze told a news confer- 
ence that in order for the investi- 
gation to have the most 
credibility, it was imperative 
that the special prosecutor have 
total control. 
Reagan calls for summit 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, re- 
newing an offer to meet with newly installed 
Sovietleader Mikhail Gorbachev, said last night 
it Is "high time" for a superpower summit and 
that there is a good chance it will take place. 
Reagan, speaking at his third televised news 
conference in as many months, appealed to the 
Democrat-controlled House of Representatives 
to approve funds for the MX missile in a pair of 
rotes next week. "There is little prospect of 
success" at arms control talks with the Soviets in 
Geneva without congressional approval for 21 
additional missiles, he said. 
On other domestic matters, the president said 
that when he meets Senate Republican leaders 
today, hp win be prepared to discuss changes in 
his unpopular fiscal year 1966 budget. But be 
seemed to rule out canceling next year's Social 
Security cost-of-living increase, as some senators 
want And he said further cuts in his defense 
budget "run the risk of lowering our capability at 
preserving national security." 
The president also said the closure of 71 state- 
insured savings and loans Institutions in Ohio had 
no national implications. "This is not a major 
threat to banking systems, and not a problem 
anywhere else," he said. 
IN ADDITION to bis desire to engage in a 
superpower dialogue, the president said the 
United States is willing to meet with a joint 
Palestinian and Jordanian delegation to promote 
peace in the Middle East, so long as the Palestin- 
ian Liberation Organization is excluded. 
"We are not getting into direct negotiations," 
be said, but instead, "just going to do whatever 
we can to help." 
Even as he appealed for bipartisan support for 
his MX missile, Reagan set up a fresh confronta- 
tion with Congress when he said he would oppose 
an extension of federal unemployment benefits 
for those whose state payments have run out. The 
federal propgram will lapse on March 31, and 
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill Jr., D-Mass.. 
I to Reagan earlier in the day to support 
an extension. 
The news conference was Reagan's first since 
Gorbachev became the Kremlin's top ruler last 
week, and the president used the occasion to 
declare that there is a range of bilateral issues of 
interest to the United States and the Soviet Union 
that could be discussed at such a meeting. "I 
think it's high time that we did this," he said. 
Asked what the prospects were for having a 
summit soon, Reagan said, "Well, I have to think 
that they should be good.*7 
Wood County seeking 
fourth judge approval 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
A steady increase in the num- 
ber of cases backloeged in the 
Wood County courts has led the 
county commissioners to Colum- 
bus, seeking approval for hiring 
a fourth judge. 
The commissioners asked the 
Ohio Justice Committee for au- 
thorization to create the fourth 
judge's position, which would be 
filled by popular election, Leon- 
ard Stevens, one of the commis- 
sioners, said yesterday. 
"They (the judges) are reach- 
ing the point where you need 
help," be said. 
The three judges now hand- 
ling all the county cases fre- 
quently work extra hours and 
weekends to handle the case 
overflow.   Judge   Donald 
i 
DeCessna said yesterday he 
started work at 6:30 a.m. 
"The problem we're having is 
not uncommon to a lot of 
courts," DeCessna said. "The 
population in Wood County has 
been increasing and there has 
been a gradual increase In cases 
over the years. 
"Either you have to... spend 
less time per case or you get 
farther and farther behind," ne 
said. 
Civil cases are now scheduled 
for trial 18 months from the date 
the complaint is filed, DeCessna 
said, but civil trials must be 
scheduled around criminal 
cases. 
ACCORDING TO Ohio law, a 
criminal case must be brought 
to trial within 270 days, or about 
nine months, of the arrest date. 
Three days must be subtracted 
from that time limit for each 
day the accused spends in jail 
while awaiting trail. This can 
shorten the time limit to 90 days 
if the person is in tail the whole 
time, DeCessna said. 
"I'd like to try all the (crimi- 
nal) cases within 30 days (of 
date of arrest)," he said. 
A fourth judge would save the 
county money as well as de- 
crease the workload of individ- 
ualtudges, DeCessna said. 
The county would pay about 
114,000 of the judge's salwy with 
the rest being paid by the state, 
which would cost the county less 
than what the county pays do- 
mestic court referees, he said. 
Stevens said a room was al- 
ready available to convert into judge's chambers. 
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MX, a mistake 
No one - least of all a politician - likes to be called 
un-American. 
That seems to be the reason why the U.S. Senate 
gave its approval to the MX missile this week, after 
relentless lobbying by President Reagan that a 
"no" vote would make the U.S. look wishy-washy. 
We believe the Senate's vote was a mistake. 
Reagan has insisted that the MX is a vital 
bargaining chip in the Geneva arms talks. The MX 
"peacekeeper'1 would show the Soviets American 
resolve and unity, he says. 
American resolve for what? 
What the MX says to the Soviets is that the United 
States is still concerned with American power, not 
peace talks. 
Why spend $1.5 billion on something to bargain 
away at the arms talks? With a national debt 
topping $1 trillion and proposed cuts to nearly 
every domestic program, the federal government 
just doesn't have that kind of money to waste. 
Besides - as Sen. John Glenn of Ohio has argued - 
the MX would likely be as vulnerable to attack as 
the Minutemen it's replacing. 
That's because it would be stored in the same 
silos, which aren't hard enough to protect the MX 
from attack. 
The MX still faces a battle in the House next 
week, but Tuesday's vote was seen as the MX's 
main obstacle. 
So U.S. negotiators probably will have the 10- 
warhead missile in proverbial hand before the 
arms talks are over, making the Soviets apprehen- 
sive and therefore more ready to build their own 
arsenals than reduce them. 
The United States doesn't need the MX for arms 
talks. If the Soviets weren't concerned about our 
present arsenals, they wouldn't be in Geneva. 
The Soviet media has charged that the United 
States is trying to block talks with the MX missile. 
While that statement may be a bit extreme, the 
U.S. surely should understand that the MX is a 
suspicious expression of our commitment to world 
peace. 
Complain at polls 
by James B. Vanzant 
I said in my last article that 
lire should start complaining in 
order to make changes in our 
government;   well,   now   I'm 
Soing to contradict myself a 
ttle by saying that complaining 
after something has been practi- 
cally decided doesn't do much 
good. I am referring to all the 
nle complaining about Presi- 
Reagan's proposed budget 
cuts; or more specifically, allof 
the people that feel the necessity 
to complain now after they 
made the mistake of voting for 
Reagan in the first place. 
This might sound calloused, 
but all of this complaining after 
the election strikes me as rather 
funny. I can sit down and laugh 
at people when they complain 
about all the things that they 
should have known were going 
to happen; that is, they would 
have known had they taken time 
out of the day to read a newspa- 
per or watch television prior to 
the election. 
I quit laughing, though, when I 
think about all of the 'Innocent" 
people that will be affected by 
these cuts; I quickly come to the 
realization that there are people 
in our country right now that 
have a grim future to look for- 
ward to because of these cuts. 
This realization has caused me 
to cease my laughing and really 
think about what will become of 
these people that are going to be 
affected by these cuts. 
Taking into consideration that 
this is a college newspaper, I 
will center the rest of my article 
around the proposed cuts in edu- 
cation funding. Reagan has pro- 
posed a 27 percent cut in student 
aid, the biggest cuts coming in 
the GSL (Guaranteed Student 
Loan) program. Reagan has 
proposed a ceiling of an income 
of   $32,500   to   receive   loans. 
That's nice. This is an appropri- 
ate ceiling for families of one 
student in college; but what 
about the families that have two, 
three, even four students attend- 
ing college simultaneously? 
Sorry, gang! Where is the qual- 
ifier for this proposed cut? Are 
the families of more than one 
student left out in the cold for 
loans? Families with more than 
one child often make more the 
$32,500 a year. So with this pro- 
posed cut in Reagan's budget 
these families are left without 
any recourse. 
Back to the complaining that 
we all have been hearing. Com- 
plaining now isn't going to 
change much. You people, at 
least 75 percent of you, gave 
your mandate to Reagan and 
now you're discontented with 
your hero because of what he is 
planning on doing to you. 
I think this rude awakening 
may have done more good than 
bad, in a real sense, because 
maybe some of you can now 
realize that Reagan may not 
have been the best choice in this 
last election; after all, there 
were many more candidates 
than just Mondale and Reagan 
running. The only problem with 
this realization is that it's too 
late to complain now. The voters 
had the chance to make a differ- 
ence in November and they 
didn't, so well all just have to 
live with the cuts for now. 
Maybe this will serve as an 
educational booster; that is, 
maybe next time you voters 
have the future of the country's 
people in your hands, you'll 
think about the ramifications of 
your vote, whomever you vote 
for. So. until next time keep 
complaining about the budget 
but don't get your hopes too Wgh 
about changing anything major. 
James B. Vanzant is a freshman 
business major from Cleveland. 
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An open letter to Jesse 
Soviet prison camps a cause rivaling apartheid 
by Bill Melden 
Dear Reverend Jackson: 
I saw you on the evening news 
again last week, as you were 
being carted off to the slammer 
for "disturbing the peace" or 
whatever they said you were 
doing outside the South African 
embassy in Washington. I hope 
your incarceration wasn't too 
unpleasant, but I suppose being 
a political prisoner Is no fun, 
even if it's only for a few hours - 
which brings me to the subject 
of this letter. I have a suggestion 
for another demonstration you 
might want to consider making- 
after you've had a little R & R, of 
course! 
I know that protesting apart- 
heid is this season's "in" thing 
among the beautiful people 
(those who aren't busy making 
apologies for the terribly misun- 
derstood Sandinista regime, 
that is), but I've never consid- 
ered you a part of that crowd. 
You are a man of conscience, 
and conscience is about as rare 
in the jet set as white wine and 
brie at an American Legion 
rally. While the Ed Asners and 
Jane Fondas of the world moo 
over their favorite "causes," I'd 
like you to consider the case of 
Mikhail Khorev. 
Like yourself, Mikhail Khorev 
is a Christian minister. He does 
not have a particularly "politi- 
cal" turn of mind, but is content 
to simply preach the Gospel to 
his congregation at every avail- 
able opportunity. Alas, those 
opportunities are quite limited 
now, and his "congregation" 
consists of his fellow prisoners 
in one of the "strict regime" 
camps in the Soviet Union. 
Last November, when those of 
us in the West were either enjoy- 
ing or enduring the final days of 
the presidential campaign, Mik- 
hail s five-year sentence was 
scheduled to come to an end. 
After what must have seemed 
like an eternity in one of the 
darkest corners of the Gulag, 
Mikhail would finally be re- 
united with his wife and three 
children. Then, on Nov. 22, he 
was re-arrested, right there in 
the prison camp, for the crime of 
sharing his faith with his fellow 
inmates. He was given an "inde- 
terminate" sentence, which will 
probably mean, at the very 
least, another five years. Martin 
Luther King would have under- 
stood Mikhail's plight: so, on a 
different level, would Dante. 
OH: 
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Talk sports, not perfumes 
Best barbers are 
by Jim Nieman 
I really hate those barber shops where each barber has his own 
space, often with makeshift walls built between his station and other 
barbers' stations. I guess it isn't chic to call them barbers at all; the 
correct term now is probably hair stylists. 
Hair stylists take all the fun out of getting a haircut. Not only can 
you not talk to the regulars, or the other barbers, but they inevitably 
cost more money for a trim. A trim? Heck, how anyone could afford 
to go in for a trim is beyond me. If you go into one of these joints 
you'd better have the bucks. 
I have no great experience in these high-brow joints, having only 
been to a couple. On my limited visits the thing that impressed me 
the most was now clean they were and the earth tones of the insides. 
(I believe decor is the word.) 
There was no ball game on the T.V. There was no T.V. The girl 
who waited on me was dressed like she was going out to eat at the 
Ritz right after she finished with my hair. No doubt she could afford 
to treat herself with the money being charged me. 
I like the old-fashioned barber shops -not the clipjoints of today. I 
like to talk sports with my barbers, not perfumes. I like it when my 
barber sweeps his tiled floor with a broom - not her carpeted floor 
with an Electrolux. I guess what it boils down to is I like a male 
barber, one who has saved for 20 years to buy his own shop. 
You can picture him. He's wearing that powder blue bowling shirt, 
plaid slacks, some brown leather wins-tips. He's always closely 
shaven. His haircut always looks a little geeky. I always wonder 
which of the other barbers cuts his hair. 
Just listening to these old barbers is enjoyable. 
"Hey Joe, do you remember when Kennedy was shot?" 
"John or Bobby?" 
"Jack." 
"Yeah, I was working here wtth you. They updated it on the old 
Zenith. Happened on a Wednesday/' 
"Nah, on a Tuesday. I remember cause I took Wednesdays off in 
"No, it was a Wednesday, I remember 'cause Ruby gunned down 
Oswald three days later, and that was a Saturday. I always cut the 
mayor's hair on Saturday, we watched it on the 18-inch RCA. We 
didn't get the Zenith'til'M. 
"Your crazy as a coon!" the third barber chimed in. He had been 
sitting in his barber's chair reading Field & Stream. "It was a 20- 
inch Magnavox. Oswald got his five days after Kennedy -Kennedy 
on a Thursday and Oswald on a Monday!" 
"That's four days flat topi" both of the others chimed in. 
There is an unending circle to every one of these conversations. If 
anyone happens to walk in in the middle of one, he is welcome to 
make any observations of his own. k 
I don't know how familiar you 
are, Rev. Jackson, with the So- 
viet penal system, but I'm sure 
you have an idea of how hideous 
it can be. The "strict regime" 
camps are about as bad as any- 
thing the KGB has to offer, out- 
side of solitary confinement. 
Mikhail Khorev was sent to such 
a camp after being arrested for 
"involvement in religious activ- 
ities," a catch-all "offense" 
which is routinely used against 
Jews and evangelical Christians 
throughout the Soviet Union. 
Mikhail's re-arrest in Novem- 
ber was made possible by a 
newly-adopted set of sweeping, 
broad laws aimed at crushing 
virtually any religious express- 
ion in the U.S.S.R. These gro- 
tesque new laws were instituted 
during the reigns of Czars An- 
dropov and Chemenko, and 
have, at the very minimum, the 
implicit support of Comrade 
Gorbachev, the new leader with 
whom the world seems so en- 
chanted at present. Prior to his 
recent ascent to ultimate power, 
Gorbachev was known to be 
preoccupied with "ideological 
affairs, i.e., the theory and 
practice of repression and 
censorship. 
Nevertheless, the Western 
press is utterly captivated by 
the man: partly because he has 
been known to smile once in a 
while, partly because his wife 
isn't built like a Cabbage Patch 
doll; for all I know, he listens to 
the Red Army Band on his Walk- 
man. In any case, it is hardly 
likely that he's the pussycat he 
makes himself out to be, and it is 
highly unlikely that he will relax 
any of the new laws which are 
causing so much agony to such 
people as Mikhail Khorev. 
There are some people, Rev. 
Jackson, who say that this sort 
of thing is none of our business, 
and that we should confine our 
attention to whatever injustices 
take place in our own back yard. 
But then, South Africa isn't ex- 
actly in our back yard, and we 
are quite concerned with condi- 
tions there. So, how about it? 
Now that you're aware of some 
of the outrageous treatment of 
Mikhail Khorev, your brother in 
Christ (and he is but one of 
many to suffer under the new 
laws). shall we expect to see you 
picketing the Soviet embassy? 
Bill Meldon, an instructional 
assistant at the University Writ- 
ing Center, is from Chattanooga, 
Tenn. 
geeky jokesters 
A barber shop is one of the few places you can go, walk in on a 
conversation and not be hesitant to join it. 
Barbers are also known as being the best place to stock-up on your 
supply of "clean" Jokes. The jokes have to be clean because young 
children often come in with their mothers during the day, and 
"dirty" Jokes would drive away the young and old -of course, if there 
are just grown-ups in the shop, they might slip in one that's 
borderline filthy. 
When I was little, my grandfather would take me to the barber - 
you know, the type with the rotating candy-stripe pole outside. 
"This boy needs a haircut," my grandfather said. 
"That'll be $2, or 50 cents a side," the guy in the bowling shirt said. 
I still use that Joke to this day. 
Jim Nieman, a senior journalism major from Cincinnati, is a staff 
reporter for the News. 
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Senate evaluates faculty grievance 
by Michael Mclntyrc 
staff reporter 
Concerns and suggestions by 
members of the University com- 
munity for the improvement of 
the faculty grievance process 
prompted a Faculty Senate com- 
mittee to evaluate the current 
procedure. 
The Committee to Evaluate 
the Grievance Arbitration Pro- 
cedures (CEGAP) submitted its 
report to the Senate this week. 
Grievances are made by fac- 
ulty members for a number of 
reasons. Some of those men- 
tioned in the report are termi- 
nation of a probationary 
contract or denial of tenure, 
denial of promotion and inea- 
uitable treatment regarding sal- 
ary. 
CEGAP recommended that 
the basic structure and proce- 
dures of the current Faculty 
Personnel and Conciliation 
Committee (FPCC), which re- 
views the grievances, be re- 
tained. But the committee also 
made 30 suggestions to improve 
the process. 
Donald Boren, associate pro- 
fessor of legal studies and one of 
the three CEGAP members, 
said suggestions were made to 
improve the procedures of the 
grievance process because of 
the large number of cases filed 
before the FPCC. 
BOREN SAID it would be 
difficult to single out one sugges- 
tion as the most important, but 
offered three which he thought 
had the most significance. 
He said the first of these sug- 
gestions is that the Academic 
Charter be amended to set up an 
executive committee, consisting 
of the chairman, past chairman 
and vice-chairman of the FPCC, 
to determine whether or not 
sufficient grounds exist for a 
grievance to proceed. 
Boren said this will make the 
process more efficient since 
cases with insufficient grounds 
would not be heard. He said the 
person filing the grievance 
would not have to accept the 
suggestion of the executive com- 
mittee, but probably would. 
"In most cases, the person 
filing would follow the opinion of 
the executive committee be- 
cause there would be a lot of 
very experienced people on the 
committee," Boren said. 
HE SAID a second important 
suggestion was to offer the op- 
Hadley expected to be released 
He's 'kind of optimistic about everything', hopes to graduate on time 
by Benjamin Morrison 
news editor 
Greg Hadley is going home. 
Hadley, a senior journalism 
major, was seriously injured in 
a two car, head-on accident near 
Statesville, N.C., March 9. The 
accident claimed the lives of 
Hadley's roommates, Steven 
Hanna and Kevin Ross. 
Hadley is expected to be re- 
leased by noon today from 
Trumbull Memorial Hospital, 
Warren, Ohio. 
"I just got re-cast today, so I 
guess I'm going to be hung up 
for a while, he said yesterday. 
Doctors told Hadley the casts 
must stay on four or five more 
TEACHING THE 
GIFTED ft TALENTED 
WHAT:   Information   session 
on gifted & talented 
WHEN: Tuesday March 26 -4* 
to 5" p.m. 
WHERE- Room 359 - Educa- 
tion Building 
fame mm ID you questions 
mi fan ol pomtk BGSU diaa 
to b? oatnd tot f&lt iviifi&tion. 
weeks. 
One thing that bothers Hadley 
- besides two broken arms, a 
collar bone, knee cap and a 
finger - is not knowing whether 
or not he will graduate on time. 
"I haven't heard anything from 
the University yet," he said. 
Hadley said his mother called 
the vice president of student 
affairs (Mary Edmonds) Tues- 
day and was referred to Eloise 
Clark, the vice president of aca- 
demic affairs. Clark advised 
Hadley that the School of Jour- 
nalism determines who grad- 
uates and who does not. 
A SPOKESPERSON for the 
School of Journalism said yes- 
terday the "faculty have made 
adjustments in their courses for 
the situation. The reason the 
adjustments were made is be- 
cause Greg is a good student -up 
to date in His classes." 
Hadley said he is going to ask 
his advisers (Associate Profes- 
sors Steven Ludd and Emil Dan- 
sker) to speak to those making 
the decision in his behalf. "They 
(the advisers) can represent me 
as I really am." 
"I'm kind of optimistic about 
everything," Hadley said. The 
thing that sticks out in his mind, 
however, is returning to the Uni- 
versity. 
"My goal is to get back before 
the semester's over ... I felt 
like I had to set a goal. I need 
something to work for, but I still 
don't know if I'll be able to 
accomplish it," he said. 
For the most part, things 
have been going well for Hadley. 
"People have been calling a lot 
and stopping in and seeing me. 
The calls really make the days 
go quicker and it helps, men- 
tally." 
Tnere has been one recent set 
back, however. Yesterday, the 
doctors told Hadley he had some 
nerve damage in his left shoul- 
der where the collar bone was 
broken. 
"The doctors said it (the 
nerve damage) is common in an 
accident like that... but I can 
move my arm," Hadley said. 
tion of an informal hearing on 
grievances instead of the usual 
formal hearings. He said this 
would save time. 
"With an informal bearing, 
the person filing the grievance is 
not required to make a presenta- 
tion as such - he will be called in 
for questioning by the commit- 
tee,*' Boren said. 
The third suggestion deals 
with the selection process of the 
members to hear the griev- 
ances. Presently, only members 
of the FPCC can hear griev- 
ances. CEGAP would have that 
policy changed to include any 
tenured faculty member as ell- 
Dateline  
gible to hear grievances. 
"The case load is such that it 
is too much work for FPCC 
members to hear that number of 
cases," Boren said. He added 
the change would enable the 
FPCC to handle the case load 
and would speed up the process. 
"Some of these suggestions 
are actually safeguards. A lot of 
them have been done, but we felt 
it was better to have them for- 
malized as policy," he said. 
A special on-call meeting of 
the Senate has been scheduled 
for March 26 to give the Senate a 
chance to react to CEGAP's 
recommendations. 
Friday, March 22 Sunday, March 24 
Student Loan Exit Interviews - 
All students with national di- 
rect student loans or nursing 
student loans who are graduat- 
ing or leaving the University 
after spring semester, 1985, 
should call the student loan 
office at 372-0112 to make an 
appointment for an exit inter- 
view. 
Public Skating - From 8:00 
p.m.-10:00 p.m. in the BGSU 
Ice Arena. 
Saturday, March 23 
Public Skating - From 8:00 
pjn.-10:00 p.m. in the BGSU 
Ice Arena. 
Cheerleader   Information 
Night - For 1965-1986 academic 
year. Room 115 Education 
Building, 7:00 p.m. 
Public Skating - From 3:30 
p.m.-5:30 p.m. and from 7:00 
p.m.-9:00 p.m. in the BGSU Ice 
Arena. 
Monday, March 25 
Freddie & Freida Falcon -Ap- 
Slications for mascots Freddie 
; Freida will be available in 
Room 410 Student Services 
Building. 
HORSEBACK HIDING 
at Marmon Valley m 
iff. 
Leave Sat. April 13 at 
9:30 a.m. and return 
Sunday, Cost $20.00 
For more information contact 
UAO office 372-2343. 
HAWAIIAN BEER BLAST 
.UPTOWN 
Dress Hawaiian & Show Off Your Tan 
Tonight 4-8 p.m. March 22 
The Entire Campus is Invited 
*1 admission with raffle ticket stub 
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Tutoring free 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
After her class was cancelled. Kelly Kill, sophomore fashion merchandising major, practices ballet on her own BG News/Phil MaMurzo 
in an empty studio in Eppler North. 
As the end of the semester approaches, many students find 
themselves failing farther and farther behind in their class work. 
Alpha Lambda Delta is offering a free tutoring program for any 
University student who may be having such a problem. 
Alpha Lambda Delta is an honorary society which is open to any 
freshman who has a grade point average of 3.5 or above. After 
members are initiated, they sign up to tutor in their area of 
specialization. The organization currently has 140 members who are 
eligible to be tutors. 
Ine program has been in existence for several years, but response 
has been minimal, according to John Morehart, president of the 
society. 
Although the organization has attempted to publicize its services, 
many students are not aware of the tutoring program, he said. 
"This is a national program, but here on campus very few people 
know that it exists," he said. "Basically we are trying to promote the 
fact that it is a free program open to all students. 
"We have students who tutor in all areas, not Just math or 
science," Morehart said. "We have typed up a list of classes which 
students have agreed to tutor in and have distributed this list to all 
the residence halls and Greek life units." 
ANY STUDENT who wishes to be tutored may obtain the list from 
dormitory front desks or resident advisers, Morehart said. They 
then may personally contact the student who has signed up to tutor 
in their problem area. 
"We want to stress that this is a unique program because it is 
virtually a 24-hour a day service," Morehart said. "All tutoring is 
done in student rooms. It's not like a lab where there are only certain 
hours during which services are offered. 
"But the program can only be a success if student awareness is 
increased," Morehart said. "We want to encourage students to 
contact our members if they are in trouble. Right now it's mainly a 
spring semester program, but we are planning to expand it to a year- 
round tutoring program.'' 
I AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY i Spanish influences evident 
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Sitting on the patio behind 
their ranch house, an American 
family is having a barbecue. 
The father throws some chili 
sauce on the steaks while the 
rest of the family listens to mu- 
sic with strong Latin rhythms. 
Although they might not real- 
ize it, this family is experiencing 
influences of the Spanish lan- 
guage and culture on the Ameri- 
can lifestyle, said Diane 
Pretzer, chair of Romance Lan- 
guages. 
She said Spanish influences 
can be seen in the United States 
through the use of Spanish 
words, architecture, food and 
plants, dances, clothing and lit- 
erature. Words like patio, barbe- 
cue and chili are just a few of 
those derived Lorn the Spanish, 
Pretzer said. 
Pretzer offered her examples 
of Hispanic influences in the 
United States while speaking 
Wednesday night on "The Influ- 
ence of Languages on Our Cul- 
ture," a Conklin Hall program. 
"THROUGHOUT THE world, 
Latin and French have the most 
influence on English." she said, 
but "within the United States, 
the Spanish language has the 
most influence on English." 
"Spaniards were here a long 
time before us in many parts of 
the United States," she said, 
adding that state names such as 
Florida, Nevada and Colorado 
reveal the earlier presence of 
Spanish-speakers. 
Pretzer said words are not the 
only way that Hispanic influ- 
ences can be seen in the United 
States. Architecture also has 
been influenced by Hispanic cul- 
ture. 
"The most standard style of 
architecture in the last 30 years 
is the ranch house, a one-level 
bouse that is definitely a Spanish 
architectural influence, she 
said. 
Hispanic culture's influence 
on foods is obvious through res- 
taurants like Taco Bell, Pretzer 
said. She also said many plants 
were brought to the United 
States by Spanish explorers and 
missionaries, such as grape 
vines, olive trees and various 
citrus trees. 
IN MUSIC, Spanish flamenco 
rhythms and Latin rhythms are 
present. Pretzer said, adding 
that ballroom dances such as the 
rumba and tango came from 
Spanish American influences. 
The contemporary group, Me- 
nudo, continues the Hispanic 
influence, she said. 
In literature, the first impor- 
tant American novel was mod- 
eled after the Spanish novel, 
"Don Quixote." Pretxer said 
Hugh Henry Brackenridge 
wrote "Modern Chivalry" fol- 
lowing Miguel Cervantes exam- 
ple. 
"The interweaving of Mexi- 
can and Spanish influences on 
English hasn't stopped happen- 
ing," Pretzer said. "Influences 
of a language and culture don't just happen at some moment in 
history and then stop. They keep 
happening over ana over." 
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
•  505 CLOUGH STREET NEXT TO STERLING 
AND DORSEYS PHONE 352-9302 (ANYTIME) 
OFFICE HOURS: 10-3 p.m. - 
OTHERS BY APPOINTMENT 
CHECK THESE SAVINGS FOR NEXT YEAR 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT 
$145.00 per person per month     (4 person apt. occupancy) 
INCLUDES (AT NO EXTRA COST) 
* ALL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING 
* FREE CABLE TV 
* TWO BEDROOM, 1 1 /2 BATH APARTMENTS 
* PARKING AT YOUR FRONT DOOR 
* THREE MINUTES TO CLASSROOMS, AD BUILDING, STORES 
* FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS 
* LAUNDY IN EACH BUILDING 
* OVERSIZED CLOSETS COr*£ 
S£EUS TOO*** 
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL SUMMER RA TES.   CAMPUS MANOR IS UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP & MANAGEMENT. 
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Seat belt bill recommended 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A bill requiring Ohioans to use motor 
vehicle seat belts or face the possibility of a $20 fine was 
recommended for passage 8-2 Wednesday by the Senate 
Judiciary Committee. 
Chairman Paul Pfeifer. R-Bucyrus, the bill's sponsor, de- 
clined to predict whether it will be approved by the full Senate 
but said most polls have consistently shown a majority of 
Ohioans favor a mandatory law. 
However, he said opposition testimony in his committee and 
in committee members' mail has been "very vocal and very 
strident" 
Pfeifer's bill was amended to require that during the first 
two months after its effective date, police would issue warning 
tickets only. 
After that, the fine would be opposed although courts could 
permit offenders to view a prescribed film - showing the 
results of accidents in which belts were not in use - as an 
alternative. 
The committee added amendments which require school bus 
drivers to buckle up if their vehicles are equipped with a 
driver's belt, and stipulate that new buses purchased in the 
future must be equipped with the safety devices. 
Pfeifer's bill exempts rural mall carriers and persons who 
cannot use belts due to physical handicaps. 
Iran, Iraq claim casualties 
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - Iraq said yesterday that its ground 
forces staged a lightning strike on Iranian lines, seizing enemy 
positions and killing hundreds of soldiers. Iran said Baghdad's 
warplanes bombed the border city of 11am, killing 12 people. 
In a communique issued in Baghdad, the Iraqi military 
command said two army brigades had taken part in a two- 
phase attack on the Iranians in the southern desert region of 
the front and occupied more than two miles of "enemy 
positions." 
The communique did not cite specific locations. The attacks 
appeared to be a pre-emptive strike to dislodge Iranian forces 
east of the Iraqi city of Basra. 
The Iraqi communique said the second phase of the opera- 
tion was carried out early yesterday by Brigade 601 and 
commando units. The first phase, the communique said, was 
launched Tuesday by Brigade 49 of the 3rd Army Corps that 
defends the southern stretch of the 733-mile front. 
"The enemy forces were crushed and most of their soldiers 
killed, including their commanders, Sherif Kerimi and Hi- 
shank Moqaddemi," said the Iraqi communique. It said 426 
Iranians were killed. 
The attacks followed a Iranian ground offensive in the 1.100- 
square-mile Huwaizah marshland on the northern edge of the 
Basra sector. 
One large 1-rtem pizza 
'5 
Free Delivery 
Subway witness to testify 
NEW YORK (AP) - A man who was on the subway train 
when Bemhard Goetz shot four teen-agers says he told a grand 
jury that he never felt threatened by the youths and adds, "I 
don't think there was a reason for that shooting." 
Victor Flores, 47, told The New York Daily News he was 
riding on the subway along with Goetz and the youths Dec. 22 
when the shootings occurred. He said he testified a bout what he 
saw before both grand juries that have looked into the case, the 
News reported in yesterday's edition. 
The first panel indicted Goetz only on gun charges. But the 
case was submitted to a second grand jury after District 
Attorney Robert Morgenthau said he had new evidence in the 
case. Goetz's lawyers said Wednesday he would testify before 
the panel next Friday. 
Goetz says he shot the youths because they were trying to rob 
him; the teens say Goetz was approached by just one of them, 
and then only to ask for money to play video games. 
The district attorney contends - and Goetz reportedly told 
police - that Goetz kneeled over a wounded victim, said, "You 
don't look too bad, here's another," and fired at him again. 
Flores said be was reading a newspaper and was unaware 
anything was happening until he heard the first shot 
"I saw the three kids in front of me go down - boom, boom, 
boom," Flores said. "The whole thing took maybe four or five 
seconds and the kids were real close to Goetz. When Goetz was 
shooting be looked professional. He wasn't sloppy. He knew 
what be was doing.'' 
Court OKs lethal injections 
WASHINGTON (AP) - States may continue to use deadly 
drugs to execute condemned murderers despite arguments 
that such lethal injections may cause slow and painful death, 
the Supreme Court ruled Wednesday. 
In aM decision, the court said the Food and Drug Adminis- 
tration is not required to test the drugs. The ruling overturned 
a 1963 decision by the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals here that 
ordered the FDA to ban lethal injections until it determined 
they kill quickly and painlessly. 
South African police open fire 
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - Police fired into a 
crowd of blacks marching toward a white town yesterday, 
killing 17 and wounding 19, the government said. It was the 
bloodiest single incident in a year of racial unrest. 
The shootings at Uitenhage. an industrial area outside Port 
Elizabeth, occurred on the 25th anniversary of the shootings in 
the black township of Sharpeville, where police firing on a 
crowd killed 69 blacks and wounded 178. 
Louis le Grange, the white government's minister of law and 
order, said the violence began yesterday morning when 3,000 to 
4,000 blacks advanced on a police detachment of 19 men and 
stoned them, refusing orders to disperse. 
Le Grange said the crowd advanced on police "armed with 
stones, sticks, petrol (gasoline) bombs and bricks," trying to 
march from Ultenhage's black township of Langa toward the 
white area of Uitenhage, near Port Elizabeth on the Indian 
Ocean coast. 
The demonstrators were bound for Kwanobuhle, Uitenhage's 
other black township, to attend a vigil for three people killed in 
a clash with police 10 days ago, and had to pass through a white 
area to get there. Le Grange said they were led by a man 
dressed in black carrying a brick. 
Domed stadium planned 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A non-profit corporation has been 
formed to make a detailed plan and oversee eventual construc- 
tion of a domed stadium in downtown Cleveland, William 
MacDonald, chairman of the Civic Committee to Build a 
Domed Stadium, said yesterday. 
MacDonald said the Greater Cleveland Domed Stadium 
Corp. has been incorporated specifically to use the civic 
committee's recommendations as a guide to forming a more 
specific plan. 
The civic committee, in its last major action, unveiled a plan 
yesterday for financing a domed stadium in Cleveland. 
The financing subcommittee, chaired by Cuyahoga County 
Commissioner Mary Boyle, called for about two-thirds of the 
project's estimated $150 million cost to come from private 
sources. 
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"THE MOST PROFESSIONAL AMATEUR ICE SHOW IN THE COUNTRY" 
•CAST OF OVER 200 SKATERS* 
•FIVE EXCITING PRODUCTION NUMBERS* 
^SEE YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY IN ACTION* 
•SPECTACULAR SKATING BY BG'S OWN* 
•SCOTT HAMILTON* 
TICKETS NOW ON SALE 
FRIDAY 
APRIL 26 
7:30 p.m. 
- GOOD SEATS AVAILABLE 
-z BIG 
J
 SHOWS 
ALL SEATS RESERVED 
•6.00     
SATURDAY 
APRIL 27 
1:30 p.m. and 
7:30 p.m. 
TICKET OFFICE 
BGSU ICE ARENA 
MON. - FRI.: 4-8 p.m. 
SAT.: 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
PHONE: 353-0265 
SANCTIONED BY THE UNITED STA TES FIGURE SKA TING ASSOCIA TION 
SPONSORED BY THE BOWLING GREEN FIGURE SKA TING CLUB 
BG Newi/March K.W85 « 
BUOWEISEM-KING Of BEERW-ANMEUStRBUJCM. INC -ST LOUIS 
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BG looks to prove MAC poll wrong 
by Ron Fritz 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's men's tennis 
coach Bob Gill is remaining 
optimistic about this season's 
team, but you wouldn't blame 
him a bit if he was worrying a 
little. 
After finishing seventh in the 
Mid-American Conference last 
season with a 15-12 overall mark 
and a M conference record, BG 
is returning its three top players 
and were still picked In a pre- 
season coaches poll to finish 
seventh. 
Do tile other MAC coaches 
know something that he doesn't 
about the Falcons? 
"Unforunately the MAC has 
more strength and is more bal- 
anced then ever before," Gill 
said. "There are only two teams 
on paper that we should beat. 
We could displace one or two 
other teams,  but all  of our 
•:•:■:•: 
matches axe going to be a battle. 
"We should be stronger," he 
said. "At least pre-season play 
has led me to believe we will be 
stronger." 
Returning at the top two sin- 
gles positons for the Falcons are 
seniors Jim Demos and Steve 
Beier. Last season, Demos had a 
15-14 record at number one sin- 
gles and Beier was 18-12 at the 
second spot. They will also com- 
promise the first doubles unit. 
"JIM AND STEVE are both 
experienced players and about 
even in singles play." Gill said. 
"Jim is an outstanding doubles 
player and has been at the num- 
ber one doubles spot since he 
was a freshman. 
"Steve is a very consistent 
player," he said. "He doesn't 
make many mistakes and keeps 
his opponent off-balance. He 
also compliments Jim very well 
in doubles." 
Third singles will be handled 
by junior walk-on Mark Tinne- 
meyer. Tinnemeyer has been 
one of Gill's two surprises this 
season. 
"Mark is probably the best 
physical athlete on the team," 
Gill said. "He has a power 
oriented   game   and has   1m- 
rved very rapidly. In the fall, 
was number seven and has 
moved up to the third spot." 
BG's other top returner is 
sophomore Rick Boy sen. Play- 
ing at number three singles last 
year, Boysen posted a 13-16 re- 
cord. This season, Boysen will 
move to fourth singles. 
"I hope that moving Rick to 
fourth will improve his chance 
to do well In the MAC," Gill said. 
"His year of experience will also 
help build his confidence." 
SOPHOMORE MIKE Can- 
sfield will play fifth singles after 
seeing limited action last sea- 
son. 
"Mike is my other big sur- 
From five to seven 
Owners look to expand playoff format 
CLEARWATER, Fla. (AP) - 
Club owners formally proposed 
yesterday that major league 
baseball expand its league play- 
offs from five to seven games 
and asked for a speedy reply 
from the players' union. 
As negotiations toward a new 
labor agreement returned to is- 
sues other than the game's fi- 
nancial condition, the owners, 
who had alluded to an expanded 
Siyoff earlier, said yesterday 
y would like to begin the best- 
of-7 game League Championship 
Series this year. 
"We're going to have to make 
a decision on this soon," Lee 
MacPhail, president of the own- 
ers' Player Relations Commit- 
tee, said after the second 
bargaining session of the week. 
"Particularly in view of base- 
ball's financial situation, we 
can't let the revenue go by." 
The two sides resume bargain- 
ins next Tuesday in Scottsdale, 
Ariz., and Don Fehr, acting ex- 
ecutive director of the Major 
League Players Association, 
said the seven-game playoff 
would be "theNo. 1 lssue''on the 
agenda at that meeting. 
THE TWO sides began nego- 
tiations last November to re- 
place a Basic Agreement that 
expired on Dec. 31. On Feb. 21, 
however, owners asked for a 
moratorium in the discussion of 
contract issues to try, with the 
union's help, to find a solution to 
what the owners characterized 
as the "grave economic con- 
cerns" of baseball. 
To that end, owners have been 
supplying the union with finan- 
cial information in an attempt to 
persuade the players' side that 
the problem needs to be ad- 
dressed jointly. 
On Tuesday, however, the 
union requested that the two 
sides return at least to issues not 
involving money while players 
sifted through the information 
supplied bythe PRC. 
While there are several money 
issues blocking the road to a 
seven-game playoff, Fehr said 
the union had suggested that 
perhaps a seven-game 
championship series could be 
tried (or one year. 
One of the union's major de- 
mands in these negotiations will 
that one-third of all TV revenue 
be earmarked for the players' 
pension fund. Traditionally, 
players' pensions have been 
funded by about one-third of the 
TV money, but there was no set 
percentage stipulated In the con- 
tract. Owners don't want to pay 
one-third now because a six- 
year, $1.1 billion TV contract 
went into effect last season. 
A longer playoff could gener- 
ate an estimated $9 million in 
additional television revenue, 
and the union wants one-third of 
that also. 
Under the five-game format, 
60 percent of the gate receipts 
from the first three games goes 
Into the players pool. Manage- 
ment would give players a per- 
centage of the first four games 
in a seven-game playoff. 
Reds rained out 
TAMPA. Fla. (AP) - The 
spring training exhibition game 
scheduled between the Chicago 
White Sox and the Cincinnati 
Reds at Tampa, Fla., yesterday, 
was cancelled due to rain. 
Student Recreation Center 
Applications are being accepted for 
seats on the SRC Council for the 
1985-86 academic year. 
Any B.G.S.U. student is invited to apply. 
Applications may be picked up in the SRC 
office beginning Tuesday, March 17 
and must be returned to the office no 
later than 5:00 pm Friday, March 29. 
Young Americans for Freedom 
The Sharon Statement 
"Adopted in Conference at Sharon, Connecticut, 
September 9-11. I960." 
IN THIS TIME of moral and political crisis, it is the 
responsibility of the youth of A merica to affirm certain 
eternal truths. 
We, as young conservatives, believe: 
THA T foremost among the transcendent values u 
the Individual's use of his God-given free will, whence 
derives his right to be free from the restrictions of arbi- 
trary force; 
THA T liberty is indivisible, and thai political free- 
dom cannot long exist without economic freedom; 
THA T the purposes of government are to protect 
these freedoms through the preservation of internal or- 
der, the provision of national defense, and the admin- 
istration of justice; 
THA T when government ventures beyond these right- 
ful functions, it accumulates power which tends to di- 
minish order and liberty; 
THA T the Constitution of the United States is the 
best arrangement yet devised for empowering govern- 
ment to fulfill its proper role, while restraining it from 
the concentration and abuse of power; 
THA T the genius of the Constitution - the division 
of powers — is summed up in the clause which reserves 
primacy to the several states, or to the people, in those 
spheres not specifically delegated to the Federal Gov- 
ernment; 
THA T the market economy, allocating resources by 
the free play of supply and demand, is the single eco- 
nomic system compatible with the requirements of per- 
sonal freedom and constitutional government, and that 
it is at the same time the most productive supplier of 
human needs; 
THA T when government interferes with the work of 
the market economy, it tends to reduce the moral and 
physical strength of the nation; that when it lakes from 
one man to bestow on another, it diminishes the incen ■
live of the first, the integrity of the second, and the 
moral autonomy of both; 
THA T we will be free only so long as the national 
sovereignly of the United Slates is secure; that history 
shows periods of freedom are rare, and can exist only 
when free citizens, concertedty defend their rights 
against all enemies; 
THA T the forces of international Communism are, 
at present, the greatest single threat to these liberties; 
THA T the United States should stress victory over, 
rather than coexistence with, this menace; and 
THA T American foreign policy must be Judged by 
this criterion: does it serve the just interests of the 
United Slates? 
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prise," Gill said. "He is a power 
player who was erratic last sea- 
son. This season, he has con- 
trolled his power and has made 
a tremendous amount of im- 
provement." 
Senior Doug Miller and fresh- 
man Ken Bruce will alternate at 
sixth singles until one of them 
asserts himself and takes con- 
trol of the spot. 
Second doubles will be han- 
dled by Cansfield and Boysen 
and the third doubles tandem is 
Tinnemeyer and Bruce. 
"If I have one worry it has to 
be doubles," Gill said. "I 
thought it would be one of our 
strengths, but we haven't played 
consistently." 
Over spring break, the netters 
played eight matches in Florida 
and came back with a 5-3 record. 
On Saturday the team will travel 
to Siena Heights, Michigan to 
compete in a six-team tourney. 
Valvano says 
guards a key 
DENVER (AP) - The back- 
courts are the soft underbellies 
of both teams, and that's where 
North Carolina State basket- 
ball Coach Jim Valvano be- 
lleves today's NCAA 
tournament game with Ala- 
bama will be decided. 
"These are two teams that 
usually play well up front," 
said Valvano, "so maybe the 
key to this game is which back- 
court plays better. 
"I was impressed with the job Alabama s backcourt did 
against VCU (in a 63-69 tri- 
umph in second-round action 
Sunday). We've lived and died 
with our backcourt. When 
(5foot-7 guard) Anthony 
"Spud" Webb has played well, 
as he did against UTEP (an 86- 
73 second-round triumph), 
we've played well as a team. 
But when he have trouble in the 
backcourt, and sometimes 
when we have to go with a 
small backcourt with Webb 
and Terry Gannon, we have 
struggled. How our guards 
play determines a great deal of 
the success or failure of our 
baUclub." 
Valvano's Wolfpack pits its 
22-9 record against Alabama's 
23-9 mark in the first of two 
West Regional semifinal 
matches Friday night. Third- 
ranked St. John's (2W) battles 
Kentucky (18-12) in the other, 
with the two winners meeting 
here on Sunday to determine 
the West's entrant in the Final 
Four In Lexington, Ky. 
VARSITY SQUARE APTS. 
1-2-3 Bedrooms 
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us 
pay your heat, gas cooking, water and 
trash pick up. 
* Private entrance 
* Single story 
* Laundry facilities 
* Quiet living 
* Children & pets welcome 
OFFICE LOCATED 
1097 Varsity East 
353-7715 
* ASK ABOUT OUR MOVE IN SPECIAL 
HOURS: 
Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5 
Saturday 10-12 
On Sunday 
The Best Value in Town is the 
wwrs 
Deluxe Breakfast Buffet 
& Fresh Fruit Bar 
featuring 
All You Care To Eat Of: 
Scrambled eggs, sausage, bacon, home fries, just-baked biscuits and muffins, fritters, 
fresh fruit in season and much more. 
$ 
FOR ONLY 
2.99 
including coffee 
i-75 at Rt.25 
Every Sunday, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 
1006N.Main 
at Poe Rd. 
  Bowling Green 
BGN Coupon 
Expires 4/22/85 
Rax 
RESMURAJVTS 
m 
1465 N, Scott St 
Napolm 
Classifieds BG Newi /March 22, IMS 8 
CLASSIFIEDS: eo- PER LINE. $1 SO MINIMUM CHARGE PER DAY. 35-40 
SPACES PER LINE; 50" EXTRA FOR BOLD TYPE CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS. 
$5 45 PER 0AY;1 INCH INCREMENTS ONLY; 7 UNE MAXIMUM PER AD 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE. TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE BY 4P M CAMPUS/CITY 
EVENTS -RUN THE FIRST DAY FREE OF CHARGE. SUBSEQUENT ADS 
CHARGES BY REGULAR RATE SCALE. UNIVERSITY PLACEMENTS SCHED 
ULE APPEARS AS THE FIRST LISTING EVERY OTHER TUESOAY 
Mtreh22. 1865 
CAMPUS;CITY EVENTS 
ATTENTION AU EDUCATION MAJORS: 
The DOT'S Student Advisory Committee ie 
eponeoring in Open Forum on current educe 
•anal laauee. The meeting -a be Wed. March 
24, 4:304:00 In Rm. 114 Ed Faculty we 
speak and discussion wS loaow Thoee laauas 
concern you. Ost InvdNadl  
AtleneWn Criminal JaotJce 4 >r»Crlmlr>al 
Justice Malora: C JO  milling, Men   March 
25. 7 30 cm Meeting *■ ba haw In lha Canal 
Room. 3rd « Union Nominations lor Apr! 1st 
erecltone »■ lake placa (refreahmenta wi ba 
aervod Fraa « Opan lo al  
ATTENTION FOOTBALL WALK-ON MEET- 
INQ SCHEDULED FOR MON. MARCH 25 AT 
2.30 IN THE STADIUM WEIGHT ROOM 
HAWAIIAN BEER BLAST 
Today. Uptown 44 pm 
Everyone who raads tha a mvrteo   Uaa your 
Wad We»*, raffle WJD (or I 2 pnca admission- 
$1  The cotracl date * today, ma 22nd II you 
OH not boy a chance tor $1000- you can at* 
attend and ahow oft your tan and - 
 HUM HAWAIIAN! 
THE IJ*Vt*«TY*iAU. IS COMING. 
Saturday. March 30th 8:30 Grand Baaroom 
Al undergraduates, graduitea a lacuRy are 
invited to attend Mualc by Stan Sterner a 
Original Bio Bend Sound Horn d'oeuvers A 
beverages provided Donations S20/couple. 
Undergraduates $15/coupte Formal or aemf- 
tormal dress RSVP check a name lor guest hat 
to: BGSU Foundation. 305 Student Services 
(checks payable BGSU Foundahon) Al pro- 
ceeds go to establish scholarship tund. Oues- 
Bone, tactano or Mary Elan at Greek Ufo office 
GRE'GMAT PREPARATION 
STANLEY H KAPLAN ED CTR 
3550 SECOR RD . TOLEDO 
(418) 638-3701  
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
20  maee  from  Bowing  Green.   Bring  your 
papers etc to ua. or send in me maJ 423 S 
Main. Foatona. Oh   44830   Cal now' 435- 
5824 
Abortion, pregnancy teats 
student rates 
CENTER FOR CHOICE 
downtown Toledo 
4ig-255-7788 
TYPING SERVICES 
15 yra. experience term papers, letters. 
resumes  1 865-2240 Reasonable ralea 
Pregnancy Problem? 
Free tests A help. 
HeertBeat ol Toledo       12419131 
PERSONALS 
Undergraduates: la an advisor's signature 
requred on tha new registration form si order to 
regater lor fal semester claim1' No, not 
unfaes It prevlouafy has been required in your 
program. As at the past, see your advisor it you 
need aaatetance 
The PNtoeophical Study Group meets Mon- 
days 7 30 pm at 1036 Varsity Square Apia 
Topic The Law ol Karma. "At Ya Sow So Shea 
Ye Reap    354 7520  
LOST & FOUND 
6" GREEN PARROT FOR SALE CALL CHRIS 
AT 354-8683 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FOUTS TYPING 
Superior ouatrfy on a Xerox memory writer. 
$1 00. page (del   On campus pick-up (M-F) 
4 00 pm 669-2579  
Guaranteed Student Loana 
No credit apptcalion No cosigner 
Cal 419 865-3184 
Al Writer Merchandise • SOH-70% OFF 
Jeans N Thmga 531 Ridge 
 Open Sundays 12-5  
ALPHA GAMS 
Get reedy tor the wildest Saturday afternoon 
you've ever had. See ya sumuiiuw morning at 
1100. Don't ba leant  
AN EVENING AT ITS FINEST 
KOHL HALL SEMI-FORMAL 
• • • ATTENTION TO MARX HrGGINS • • • 
GET REAOY FOR A WILD WEEKENO WITH 
THE SIGMA PHI EPSILON OOLDENHEARTS. 
I'M LOOKING FORWARD TO ANOTHER 
GREAT WEEKEND WITH YOUII I LOVE YOU, 
LOW  
MO SAVINGS AT NOSH. SHOES 
1 PAIR OF WOMEN'S SHOES FOR 116.90, 
BUY 2 FOR 29.90 SAVE UP TO 811.09 
• ' MAD, BRAD. SCOTT. MaKEY • ■ 
Thanks tor making our fnp to Laeaudardale one 
we wi never forget Hope we didn't cramp your 
style too much (No faces si the toilet feass } 
Tha Button. Summers, and eating oysters were 
a bleat Scott you looked great In the pa* 
dreaal Now remember "we can't rue! lay here, 
we're in I aaei liter dole ' But moat ol al guys 
"DON'T WORRY IT'S A RENTAL" 
We luv ye. La a Missy 
Can elephants really 
get Into Anderson Arena? 
See for youreeH, Sunday march 31 
SUMMER STUOY ABROAD ORIENTATION/IN 
FORMATION   MEETING    For   perttcfparrl*   In 
Summer French Cluster <n Tours, France (al- 
ready accepted or rust interested) Sun. Mar. 
24. 3:00 PM at 830 E   Wooatar  Detail. 2- 
2667, 352-0772  
•H MU PANCAKE BREAKFAST 
mini 
NORTHEAST COMMONS 
PUFF'S 
PIZZA 
 a. 
352-1596 I 
LARGE 2 or MORE ITEM PIZZA 
$5.95 
I 
l 
FREE DELIVERY GOOD TIL 4/15/85 ! 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by Trade Mkbet Jiffr 
ACROM 
1 DOQPMMM 
SWtt 
10 Out Of pod 
14 Ntmbui 
15 Eventual* 
ifl Hollywood 
name- of fan* 
17 Swtttglriof 
•ongatai 
18 neatralnad 
19 Kaan mcrnvt 
quaKir 
20 CM 
•ffonaouaiy 
22 Towod 
24 GoWan Rult 
«ord 
25 Tach apacaa 
26 Li»a     ■ 
yaaia«Jay'a 
cnampafine 
29 TKkaialuool 
aaoti 
34 Horaca Oraalay 
waaona 
38 Fourpoaiara 
37 Atona Bow- 
waar 
36 Fo»a«on Pre'in 
30 Waar away 
41 Varthandi. 'of 
on* 
42 Loo^matnoa' 
43 Part of USNA 
44 Baciad 
46 Tin can 
40 Poitaoa 
portion'' 
50 Tranaform* 
Dona 
51 Dtfforani 
53C*taln 
Socialist 
56 Tanactoua onaa 
60 Bard'a aifaam 
61 Onaollha 
•nlartaining 
Maaaaya 
63 Outdo 
64 Ptxuzz 
66 Sactora 
66 TaMrtvary 
aaay 
67 Maadaiart. 
In a way 
66 Strain 
00 Ktndofacnool 
AbO. 
DOWN 
i Wadoa 
2 Couatnloan 
arroyo 
3 "— my towj 
you do ma 
wtoog 
4 Peakyinaact 
5 Lac* frill 
6 MegmtOQuirer 
7 Forti-iaiiaa turd 
6 Ending with 
Patting 
0 No way to 
gat caught 
10 Waylay 
11 Spanker 
12 Ari-Oaco 
oaatgna* 
13 DxJ a lumbering 
m* 
21 Fruet'ate 
utterly 
23 Fundament a la 
25 Schuoart opua 
26 Taadoff 
27 An Aaiaire 
26 Fo«fiunla«a' 
lackMB 
30 Oomtcile 
31 Wad a'a 
Romeo and 
Juliet 
32 Large*! 
asteroid 
33 variet.ee 
35 Parcalv* clearly 
40 Sunbeams 
41 Notaworttty 
43 Opera ftouaa 
hkghHgM 
45 Unh**dlng 
47 Qualm 
40  FnlMhe 
conductor 
52 Minimal 
amount 
53 Diaconoart 
54 Enthusiastic 
55 Bellaound 
56 Woundup 
57 Sincere 
56 Contuaad at ata 
50 Churchwarden 
feature 
62 0*11 Ham 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
LJUUU    I'lUliJ    IIUlll'1 
Ul'll.l    HIJII iiUUI'll'J in mi ii in  i mi.ii.  nun 
iiiiuu     iJL)i'iiii.iiinr.iu iii.iunmiu.in 
1    uieui' 
. iiuijijiji 
..Ji-Ji'i  iii.ir 
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SENIORS!! 
"CHALLENGE BEYOND TRADITION" 
 SENIOR CHALUNOE 'IS  
CHATS— Ha tea time apasV Ware eat for a 
OWLmg good time tonight, now about you' 
Oat peyched' The FUIS  
Cute, adorable. krttene need good home Free' 
Utter trained and ••■ behaved Inquire at 720 
BthSt.  
MAN. JEFF. MM. AND STEVE. 
UNA IS THE PLACE TO BE 
FOR TONK1HT YOU'U SURELY SEE 
ANOTHER SIDE 
OF OUR OOLDERN HEART PRIDE. 
AND  WHAT  A  DATE  PARTY   IS  REALLY 
SUPPOSED TO BE. 
LOVE, SHERRY, WENDY, AMY, ANO LYNN 
Donne, flea ft really been ill months, time 
files. Looking forward to tonne. I'm glad you 
finally eased me. I love my Inspiration. Stevs 
Do you have e sincere mtereat n serving on a 
count* that la reeoonetble for the present i 
future posciea, procedurea 1 uaagea of the 
moat dynamic Irrneea A recreational lacsty on 
campus? If the anawer * yea. then apply for a 
aaet on the student recreetton center cooncJ 
Acpsoaaona can be picked up si the SRC office 
starting Tues.. March 19 They must be re- 
turned to the office no later then Fri March 20 
Coma to Phi Mu Pancake Breakfast lor Protect 
Hope.   Al you can eat  pancakes1   Sunday. 
March 24. goo-t 30 M Norltleaet Cotnmons 
Gemma Phi Betas 
Ware looking forward to a great tee with you 
toreght' The Phi Taue  
GET PSYCHED FOR KOHL'S SPrtfNO SEMI— 
FORMAL MARCH 2gth  
Gat your money In for the PftOUT REUNION'to 
Karen Stone 354-7544 or Dean Gsndy 372- 
173g 
OOLDENHEARTS. 
TONIGHTS THE  NIGHT WE'VE  ALL BEEN 
WATTING FORi LETS GIVE SPRING A 
• FOFIMAL" WELCOME AND HAVE AN EVE- 
NINQ WE'LL NEVER FORGET'!  
HeyBetaal 
A belaud thanks lor the deacWus sinner you 
fixed ua before Break  We loved hi! Love, Tha 
HEY DELTA ZETA'S. 
GET   READY   TO   RIP   AND   ROAR   THAT 
LEATHER   THIS   FRIDAY   AT  OUR   HELL'S 
ANGELS' BASH THE Pm PSIS  
HEY SAVAGE ONES FUN IN THE SUN IS 
OVER. BUT DONT FORGET ALL THE GOOD 
TIMES HUGO A OL IBABY) BALCONY 
BREAKUPS, SHELL" SHOPPING ISTART OUT 
SMALL NANC). POOR MARINE ECOLOGY. 
GATORS tN LOVE. RAPPING. THE "TRAN- 
VESTITE' IN PINK PJS. EPCOT TAN 
COMPARISONS. AND HIPPOPOTAMUS 
SPLENDIFEROUS IT GOT A UTTLE WHO, 
BUT IT JUST DOESN'T MATTER BECAUSE 
WE WERE ON VACATION!' LOVE YA- THE 
SAVAGEST ONE 
INTRAMURALS IS FOR EVERYONE. 
ALL STUDENTS « FACULTY ANOfOR STAFF 
CAN GET INVOLVED. SIGN UP FOR INTRA- 
MURALS  COED WALLYBALL TODAY.  EN- 
TRIES ARE DUE MARCH 26 AT IN STUDENT 
REC CENTER.  
Jenny. Jenny & Meenda. 
You three are the greatest Florida roommates in 
the world' Next year MI stay in the Plaza 5 
won't lake buses, trotfaya, taxie or wait! Life 
won't be a kVing he! and we wont be evicted" 
Why rJd my roornmatee that picked up men end 
up with cotdaT? Love. Lynn 
Metnde- No one could have poaetbty hsd more 
fun In Florida than ual! With the bksrs. sejore. 
sand, plots, weferbss. the sltlc. being evicted, 
doing stale, sun. strange eating experiences. 
driving on the beach, taxie. private dancers. 
Peari trees, Erau. Tarameaaa m tha bathroom, 
sand, sun. Palm tress and paotall Perhaps we 
ahould have kept e lournalll! L a L , Lym 
HOB*. tHOEt HAS WOMEN'S SHOES 1 PAIR 
I1I.K, TWO FOR »2».eo BRINO A FRIEND 
AND PAY I14.S4. EACH  
STUDY ABHOAD ORIENTATfofMNFORMA- 
TK3N MEETING For rjorttclpents In BGSU 
France next Fal (already accepted or Just 
mleresled) Sat. Mar 23. 2 00 PM « 830 E 
VVooater. Peseta. 2-2S87 or 3620772 
PIKA 
Pities Spring 85 T^aenthrooy 
Greek Al Stare 
■VS- 
WrOT 104 Players 
where: BGSU Anderaon Arena 
whan March 27 7 00 pm 
coat $1 00 
Proceeda   Benefit the Big Brother/Big Slater 
Aaaoc ol N Wealem Ohio  
POCKET HUNWsIOS WEEKLY malang ctrcu- 
■ars'  Incredible   Offer'   Send  »•* addressed 
envelope    Global   OaMbuting.   3008   SW 
Archer. Suits D-4, QeneevHe. FL 32808 
SENIOR CHALLENOE OIVINO WEEK 
APM.1-* 
"CHALLENOE BEYOND TRADITION" 
PROUT REUNION 
SAT MARCH 3d 
12.00 
COFFEE HOUSE 
SLIDE SHOW 
PARTY 
SPREAD THE WORD! 
SALE! SALE! SALEI SALEI 
WOMEN'S DRESS SHOES 2 PAIRS S2B.S0. 
YOU ANO A FRIENO PAY Jf 4.S5 EACH, OR 1 
PAIR FOR llfl.ao MOBIL SHOES.  
SAM S'S HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO 6pm 
IF YOU ARE 21, WE WILL BE HAPPY 
TO SERVE YOUI 
Spring madness eels. New sports apparel A 
aloes Thurs-Fri-Sal opan tonight H 9 
FALCON HOUSE 140 E Wooeter 
Steve Zabomlak 
Singing A playing 
your favorites ovary 
Thursday night 8-1 
at Dfbenedetto's Sub-Me-Ouk* 
Come eee our new pool room. 
THANK YOU QAMMA PM BETAS 
ANO ALPHA SKIS FOR A GREAT WARM—UP 
LAST NIGHT! 
BROTHERS OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
To my DG  buddies  Kei. Vic. Paula. Chrlety 
IDUPIEI. Kat. and Katy Mo Thanks for meWng 
my 21st the best birthday ever' You guys are 
ffis greateat' I love you1 Sue B 
KAPPA SIGS 
GET PSYCHED FOR A  BOXER REBELUON 
LOVE. AXO'8  
Come to Phi Mu Pancake Breaklaat lor Protect 
Hope. AJ you can eat Pancakea' Sunday March 
24 9 00 I 30 al Northeaal Commons 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE PROORAM: 
A NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED 
SCHOLARSHIP PROORAM. 
ASSOCIATE WITH THE BEST.   
LAMBDA CM ALPHA QUOTE OF THE WEEK: 
PEOPLE IN GLASS HOUSES SHOULD DRESS 
tN THE BASEMENT 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATION SOON 
for the 1 MS UNIVERSITY BALL 
l !
To the aloohsHce of Vortex: Dives wets dssp, 
F. Walton tar {unless you went .! 80 MPH 
Devs), and tha beaches and bars were fun 
(Green Frog- oops Hog's breath.) The vans 
needed shocks. Bits- a real radio, and tired 
pup Tom Thumb Tuna needed more alaap at 
Epcot. but what a good time we all had' The 
lobsters hid, oysters came on the 112 she* 
and we haven't even gotten Chuck (ws hops 
you're feeling better) drunk yet. Fudpuckers 
never opened. Pizza Hut wee filling end how 
bout those gazebo nights (some In a earl and 
Sippi girls!? Kappa Skj shirts corns free en 
elevators from drunk friends, one-liners are 
quick In Tontogany and the snoring wsa 
obnoxious too. Wa aaw porpoises instead of 
sharks but that's causa they (sharks!) wars 
driving the Same and Ontario cars. To the 
rest of the wild group, and the ether in ol 
the abused minority, let's all go drive Chuck 
crazy again and take the advanced class to 
eee If we can get from pta A (alcohol) Is Z 
(rJppera on wet suits ) From, The Sunburned 
*B  
PM MU PANCAKE BREAKFAST 
9:00-1 :J0 
NORTHEAST COBjaaONS 
WHITEWATER 
RAFTING 
Where: New River in West Virginia 
When: Friday & Saturday April 19,20 
Cost: »49.00 per person 
Includes: Transportation, rafting, 
and 2 nights, lodging 
Deadline: April 12 in UAO office 
1 
i 
I 
I I I I I 
I 
-J 
MIDNITE QrlOVV rm • «AT ONLY AfJ*JIS«ION S2.00 
CLA-ZEL 
■Ve**!*^'      motion picture 
■f.lNtMA  14? 
HIS CULT CLASSIC 
CINIMA 18 2 
ADULTS 3.(0 KID* 2.00 
TUESOAY IS FAMILY NtTE 
THWrsSOAY IS STUDENT NCTE 
L blcjcity cop. A small country boy 
_AT 7:30 * »:»0 
WITNESS 
f SAT MAT MX) SUN fcflO 4 4.-Q0 (S) 
CIA ZEL 
IsOSrslNATED FOR 11 
ACADEMY AWARDS 
INCLUDUM BEST WCTURE. 
ACTRESS ANO 
DIRECTOR 
Sometimes the mcM unlikely people 
bee time heroes 
AT 7:30 * »:J0 PG 13 
SAT MAT 2.-00 SUN MO A *00 
ADULTS 3.50 KIDS 2.00 
WSS IS FAJaeLY NTIC ADULTS UN UOS 1M 
i .   EVES ONLY AT 7:30 
Ijft^MaiatMfM. 
Ar¥aSSftGEP|SDIA "HI 
Welcome back from Spring Break with a FREE 
5 » 7 al trie Picture Piece In the Unrverelty 
Union 
WHAT DO THE ALPHA OAMS ANO A SOCIAL 
SURPRISE HAVE IN COMMON' A GUAR- 
ANTEED VVILO ANO CRAZY 1TME SEE YOU 
AT THE HOUSE TIJMORROW MORNING 
11 00 SHARP! OAMS ARE NEVER LATE! 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from St 
|U repair) Ako deanquent tax property Cal 1 > 
805 687 8000 Ext GH-gB49 for Information 
WANTED 
M. Grad student traneternng lo BG Fal 85 
looking tor someone to ahara apt I axpsnssa. 
Contact Tony Bouaton. 1802 1/2 Osier St Ft. 
Wayne. In 48808 Cal (21»l 422-1340 
Needed One non-arnoklng tamale atudent for 
8588 school year Haven House Apts /heel 
included Pleeae cal Jeraarer 2-4714 or Chdy 
or Herdl 2-5914  
F rmte needed lor 86-88 school year, doss 
to campus a nexponalve   Can Sue al 354 
B550  
WANTEO: 1 maW roommate lor Fal Semester 
orey After 8 00 pm cal Bon 364-8277 
Roommate needed for Spring/Summer 
Apt Comer of S Coeege t Napoleon, 
near drive-thru TteeaorvabH. Cal Don 
or Demon 354-8141  
Fral rmte tor summer $225 lor May 15-Aug 
20 Own room aval A al tumfahad Cat Bart 
354-7589  
2 ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR SUMMER 
GREAT HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL 
JOHN OR TOM AT 364-7014. OR STOP AT 
204 S SUMMIT ST       
HELP WANTED 
Alaakan Jobs For Into sand S AS E to 
Alaskan Jobs. Box 40235. Tucson. AZ 
86717-  
MONEY 
If you need S32O-820 a week, gam 
career exp A coeege credit A would 
Bta lo work outarda of Ohio. 
Interviews are today at 12:00. or 
3 00. In ran #61 of the 
Falcon Plaza Please be on tanel 
pm 
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $1 S.OOO-SSO.OOO/yt 
DoaaaHa. Al occupeltone How lo Find. 
Cal 1-606-687-6000 Ext R-9848 
Wood County youth, age 14-21 needed to 
pane Case In the w SOS Summer Youth 
Employment Program, which m funded through 
the Toledo Private Industry Cound. The pro- 
gram w* operate from Juune 10. 1985 through 
August 16. 1985 Youth w« work a maximum 
ot 36 hours par week el S3 36 par hour. For 
more Information contact the W S 0 S office at 
364-3641.  
FOR SALE 
Dorm size trtdge  $90 00 or beat offer   354 
8028 arrysme. 
KINO SIZE oak weterbod 
Moving Sate 
Cal 3720121 ext 26 or 699 3481 
FOR SALE 
1877 VW RABBIT 
CALL 372-5123 
Ford Fiesta AM FM caaeette stereo rear 
dstoggar. dk blue sport stripes Greet gas 
mileage MUST SELL  $2000 or offer Cal RK 
372-1161  
76 Impale 40R. AC. PS. PB. 68.000 maSe. 
very dependeble   Asking $800 Cal 352-4316 
aflar 7pm  
1878 Ford Granada 81.000 mi Dependable 
Good body AM-FM caaeette $1.760 00 
Cal Pant 362-3042 after 6pm  
FOR RENT 
Apt summer, fal. phone 352-0428 - 
after 4 00 pm  
ATTENTION STUOENTS 
3 bdrm . turn, home lor summer rental  $500 
entire period Cal Betty Baker 352-8110 
attar 4.  
Ouprex 702 W. Wooatar 352-4360  
Fum   apt   tor rent  Vi  block from campus 
Prettiest part of town Aval lor rest ol semes- 
ter A summer  University Lane-acroaa from the 
WtndrnB Cal 3720121 exl 26 or 5993481 
Need Fe A Mate students to fa houses A apts 
A eaeHll now Near campus Ph 352-7365 
SUMMEPJFALL RENTALS: 
vanished, AC apts. Excellent 
reaeonable   rent   1-8R   (summer 
onty) and 2 Bit (eummer endfor next yeer) 
CaaHIMtM  
Summer Leaaes Now Aveaabta 
Flexible leasing, pool, AC. I bedroom. $160 
per month. 2 bedroom. S210par month. Cal 
354 3533. 12-5  
Two bedroom  apt.  neer  campue.  ideal  tor 
couple or grad  students  Heat (nd  Pets ok 
354-8835 after 3 00 pm  
6 Bedroom House to auBllaaa for summer  1-6 
people needed. Cheap and dose to campus 
Cal 354-2909  
3-t3sdrm. furraahad house does to campus, 
aveaaVbta May 15th Cal 352-7462 eflor 4 30 
Fum. apt for rent lor summer term. Second 
house from TO s and across from Kohl Hal 2- 
person Cal 354-8058 lor more Information 
Semester leaaes aiiaaalila for efficiency apts 
(Fal) $265'mo mdurjes TV A Cable Al uN . 
fully turn 354-3162  11-4 
Now hiring bar tenders and floor waters Bar 
lenders must be 21 A over, floor wafkere must 
ba 18 A over No experience necessary Apply 
tn parson after 8 pm Tues  through Sat   at 
Buttons night dub Rt  25 Perryabuig  
Progressive company aeafclrig ambitious mdi 
vtdueJ for summer employment Exceaant expe- 
rience tor the business-minded mdrviduel 
pursuing a bueaiess degree VW rrvotve the 
coorrknetlon of outlnga and special events 
Mnrmum of two years of undergraduate study 
and flexible hours a must Send personal 
Irviormstlon or reeume to Qeauge Lake Person 
net  Dapt.   1080   Aurora  Rd,   Aurura.   OH 
44202  
SUMMER WORK 
Una up your summer work now! If you'd ake an 
opportunity to make S320-S620 a week, gain 
valuable carrar exp.. earn 5 hours college 
credit, and would ske to work outside ol Ohio, 
send name, major, QPA, local phone t, and 
eett-addraeeod stamped envelope to: Summer 
Wort 1SM, PO Sox 222, B.Q.. Ohio 43402 tor 
Apartments. Houses. Duplexes 
Cat 354-2260 or 3624)563 
John Newtove Real Estate 
318 E Wooeter 
2 HOUSES FOR RENT 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
SUMMER RATES 
CALL 353-1731 after 6:30 PM 
Walters. waJtreesss. 1 other positions. Ml time. 
days Apply m parson at Sundance btwn   2-4 
FARMER. 25 mrnutee from BG seeks spring 
planting help FkMtjst hours, good pay. farm 
experience required Cal (313) 866-6885 
eves or write: T Truokor. 7710 Secor. Lem- 
bertVe, Ml 48144  
Want to do aornethfng different thai eummer? 
Wei known Keaeya leiand bar 5 grS is looking 
tor ha tana summer heap Experienced cooks, 
bartenders t waftraaaea Rooms avaaabta Cal 
418-746-2261  
Valuable Suaemor Exaertencel 
Couneelor PoeltMna Open 
Independent avtng program lor gate with pn 
mery rkaabary of mental ratardaaon Cal (216) 
882-2018 or write: INDEP. Inc. 487 CatJn Rd 
RfcnrnoryJHta. OH44143  
Houeee ( Apt*   tor  1885-86 school yeer 
Smith Boggs  Rentals   352-8457  btwn.   12- 
4pm or 352-6917 after 6 00pm  
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt 
Close to campue 
Cal 352-7454  
1 bedroom apt. 
5 blocks from campus" 12 mo. lease 
OH 362-7464  
SUMMER rates avaaabta 
2 bedroom apartments 
Cal 352-7464  
Summer Rents* at apeoal rales tor HOUSES 
ROOMS - APTS Phone 352-7365 
anytime 
2 bdrm apt* for 3 or 4 atudent* 2 semester • 
Individual leaaes Neer campue Phone 352- 
7305 
Apt tor Bent tor Spring linmlll. 
2 bedroom, fully fum. apt Heal, Cable T.V. 
hookup,   water  paid  by  owner,   doe*  la 
it Call 352-7112 ask for Rich. 
Steeping rooms aval Fum A untum Aval 2nd 
semester Neat • dean. Cal Newtove Mgmt. 
352-5620 
THURSTIN APARTMENTS 
AW CONOITlOtwNG. FULLY CARPETED. CA- 
BLEVtSION. EFFICIENCY. LAIJNORY FACILI- 
TIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER I FALL 
451 THURSTIN AVE  352-5430 
2 bedroom apt* available Dele 357-4.1110 
S10-S360 Weekly/Up fvaasng Crcutara' No 
boeeee/ouotaa1 Sincerely ntereeted rush ee>. 
eUnild envelope Dapt: AM-7CEG. PO Boa 
630. Woodetock. IL 60088.  
ROCKLE DOE MANOR 
Large 2 bdrm.. turn apt 
diehwasrier. extra storage. 
Comer ol S Coaegs 1 Sixth 
Cal 382-3841 12-4 or 354-2260 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
t BDRM. APTS. FURN. A UNFURN. 
A PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS 
Meter utilities A cable TV turn. 
112 Mack off campus 
Call Ten 
Morvf rl 7am noon J52-4473 
Eves S weekends 352-1100 
For Sate  Single Sold wood bed  $50.00 Cal 
362 3186 before 2 30pm 
SAILBOABD PRODUCTS: Nona. Spartan. 
Freedom RAF seas, others, rteorjunta HI wind 
seta 178 South Broadleigh. Columbia. Ohio 
43208 
Cal SIM 115 or 1234015 (local) 
to rind out about the beet kept secret 
In epertment living In BO. 
HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS Ctses to Cam- 
pue tor Summer 1 MS and 'IS4«echool yeer. 
I-287-3S41  
ATTENTION VCT ft GRAPHIC ARTS MAJORS! 
Tha BG Nswa/Stuosnt PuMtaMons Is now accsipflriQ rioprlcatxxia for tha 
1005-86 school year for kayta-vs/paate-up posrtlona. Gal handson expurt- 
anos In production. Apply al Studsnl Ssrvtcos. TOOAYI Llmllad number ol 
poerttona avsusble! 
Pizza 1/2 price 
i      MONDAY and WEDNESDAY 
4-9 fM. 
I Inside Only! 
La... ...... 
352-3551 
Like walking on air 
Inside... 
Contests 
What's 'In' 
Phil Collins 
Mdayr 
Tli 16 lews Maiiztn 
Cover 
Friday steps In time with a look at dance at a form of expression and 
entertainment. 
A Handful of Keys 
Kerri Hyatt, freshman concert pianist, takes her work at the keyboard 
seriously. 
Contests!! Contests!! 
Friday offers two chances to tell us your favorites. 
.6 
All She Wants to Do is Dance 
The University Performing Dancers take the stage this weekend for a 
few memorable evenings of artistic footwork. 
Square Dancing 
The Footloose Falcons would rather promenade than boogie. 
.8 
.10 
And Much Morel 
Cov«r .   . Members ol the University Performing Dancers move to the music In 
rehearsal for this weekend's performances. Photo: Liz Allen 
FrMay/TM N li«s MiiazlM  
Lorry Dean Harris 
luistait NUmr 
Tim Dehnhof! 
Asslstiit EIHir 
Marcella Grande 
Liz Allen 
Friday magazine is a weekly publication of The BQ News, 106 University Hal, Bowling 
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403. 
Friday * Saturday 
RAY FULLER 
aid Ike    ^ 
Blues 4 n 
Rockers " 
March 22.23 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
SPLENDID SA VINGS 
ON SILVER 
by ONEIDA 
Bowls on Special! 
earns 
^ftgjQ 
L 
«7-"V at ac 
JEWELRY>TOatE 
Subject to Availability. 
Many can be monogram med 
at additional cost. 
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Fri. 10-6 
Thurs. 10-9, Sat. 10-5 J 
LADIES APPAREL & JEWELRY 
HOURS-" 
Monday-Friday 
10:00-8:00 
Saturday 10:00-6:00 
Sunday 12:00-5:00 
113 Railroad Street • Bowling Green, Ohio 
352-8130 
SPRING 
SPECIAL 
I    "COUPON" 
OOFF JEWERLY 
■       and ACCESSORIES 
with coupon only 
Coupon not valid with any other coupon. 
One coupon per customer. Coupon not valid 
with in-store specials or sale items. Not 
valid on previous sales or lay-aways. 
Expires March 28, 1985 
aim MUAIC 
Phil Collins plays it safe with "No Jacket Required" 
by Gfeg S. Comer  
"A middle-aged man; receding 
hairline and siShtly overweight." It 
sounds more like a description of 
someone's father rather than one of 
the music industry's most highly 
respected figures. 
With a long-listed discography with 
Genesis, two previous solo albums, a 
recent successful stint with Philip 
Bailey and a creative hand in the 
Band-Aide project, not to mention the 
award-winning "Against All Odds" 
title tune, everything Phil Collins 
touches turns to gold. 
"No Jacket Required" is Collins' 
third solo venture. Although the re- 
cord is solid all the way around, it 
won't gain Phil any new fans but will 
certainly satisfy all his old followers. 
The first side launches with two 
upbeat, danceable songs in "Sussu- 
dio" and "Only You Know and I 
Know." "No Jacket Required" packs 
very little surprises as far as Collins' 
arrangements and lyrics are con- 
cerned. However, in an effort to be 
musically progressive be does add 
some spice to his style. These two 
songs typify this. 
They are important for two rea- 
sons: first, they are characteristic of 
Phil Collins as a soloist, using the 
Phoenix Horn section again from 
"Hello, I Must Be Going." 
Secondly. Phil uses some funk tech- 
niques on this LP. He utilizes a mini- 
moog, DMX and other synthesizers to 
simulate bass progressions, a typical 
funk move and definitely a departure 
for him and his music. 
In fact this whole record is laden 
with keyboards and synths, all of 
which Collins plays himself as well as 
all drums and vocal duties. His voice 
is strong and adapts easily to changes 
in tempo and lyrics; whatever the 
song may demand. 
Collins also employs Darryl 
Steurmer on guitars, another "Hello, 
I Must Be Going" veteran. His guitar 
work is fine though somewhat sty- 
mied by the production of Hugh Padg- 
ham and Collins. 
For the most part the guitars are 
low and masked by keys and drums- 
one of the few mistakes on the LP. 
Even Steurmer's best effort in "I 
Don't Wanna Know" is strangled. His 
solo is shoved in at the end and faded 
out prematurely. It's a shame as it 
would have worked well in the middle. 
However, this song is the best cut on 
the album. 
New to the band is bassist Lee Sklar 
who has also played with James Tay- 
lor. A couple of sax players are also 
employed which has always been a 
mainstay of Collins' music. 
The song "Long Long Way To Go" 
is like a Band-Aide II for Collins. He 
speaks of how the world sits by idle as 
people die in fields and gutters, and 
all file rest of the world does is talk. 
Although a poignant plea for inter- 
national-scale action, it hardly classi- 
fies him as a political or social 
commentator. Sting of the Police pro- 
vides backing vocals on this one. 
Finally to round out side one is the 
soft ballad "One More Night." An 
emotive tune with sensitive lyrics of a 
<T 
The Arts and Sciences Council will hold an open hearing on 
Tuesday, March 26 from 9:00 AM-11:30 AM in the Community 
Suite of the University Union for the purpose of discussing propo- 
sals to: 
a. establish a School of Mass Communication within the College of Arts and Sciences 
b. transfer the Communication Disorders program to the College of Health and 
Community Services 
c establish a Department of Theatre in the College of Arts and Sciences 
d. establish a Department of Interpersonal and Public Communication in the College 
of Arts and Sciences 
broken heart and oath of undying 
love: Uke a river to the sea/I will be 
with you/and it you sail away/I will follow you... I inow there will never 
be a time/You'll ever feel the sa- 
me/And I know it's only words/But If 
you change your mind, you know that 
IH be here/And maybe we both can 
learn/Give me just one more night 
Side two starts off with a big bang in 
"Don't Lose My Number," another 
high-energy tune. Very danceable, a 
real finger-snapper. 
This song seems to be a good choice 
for the next video. It has more synths 
but Collins' drums drive this one. But 
if you're an old Genesis fan, they're 
nothing close to "Los Endos" calibre. 
"Doesn't Anybody Stay Together 
Anymore" is his piece de resistance 
on the drumkit for the record. The 
remainder of the album follows the 
precedent set by the previous cuts. 
The theme for "No Jacket Requi- 
red"seems to be synthesizers. The LP 
wul surely please Phil Collins fanat- 
ics. For those who like to dance, don't 
be surprised to bear Uptown or Main 
Street jamming one of the previously 
mentioned songs. 
A fine effort for an amazing musi- 
cian. On a scale of 1-10, this album 
rates an 8. 
Greg S. Corner is a junior radiotv- 
dim major from Brunswick, Ohio. 
AAAAAA'AAiVAAAAAAftftAA'ftA 
Get a REAL 
All interested faculty, students and administrators are invited to attend the hearing. Persons 
who wish to make brief (5 minute maximum), formal presentations should contact Ms. Linda 
Ogden, College of Arts and Sciences (2-2015) to reserve a time slot Comments from the floor 
will also be accepted. 
The hearing will be tape recorded and copies of the tape will be kept available for use (if 
needed) in subsequent Arts and Sciences deliberations on the proposals. 
Written comments on the proposal are also invited. They should be sent to Dr. Stephen 
Vessey, Arts and Sciences Council Chair, c/o Arts and Sciences. Written comments will be 
accepted prior to and after the open hearing. If possible, written comments should be received 
no later than Friday, April 5. 
Copies of proposals identified above are available in the respective school or program unit 
offices (Journalism, Radio-TV-Film, Communication Disorders, Theatre, Interpersonal and 
Pubbc Communication). 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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MILKSHAKE 
$1.09 
WITH THS COUPON 
Expires April 30,1985 
THE GETAWAY 
Donuts & Ice Cream 
998 S. Main 
"■■I    f , 
*********** 
The Prnfcwmn.il Ph*rtogrjphen 
of America, Inc. 
t\ pnmd la .inniHimc the 198^ 
UMttMf-Mir 
Sim Jim Imr-- «p 
Flu m -ill RCTtW !»»•!. 
■blc publicity inA the (tunic I" 
.(■mprtcfocthclHlcMi PPof \Phn 
IngcnK *\ the ProfeiMOiul Photiigr.1 
pom irf AmctK J'I mmrntNm held in 
Chhjgu, HhiMHt. |iil> 27 \u|ml I, 
19*! 
Act n*wt 
Picturej mini be utcn 
by April 10. 1965. See ui for 
entry forms and details. 
Mr rut* 
IhiA photo mnlctt. open to worn 
en. over IK \nol Jfr, whine jppcr 
JIH c Jnil perMrtulih unbe uptiirrd 
rutm.ilK JIH! j|tr*iivrh in t photo 
grjph KKIIO win you 
Walston Photography 
ft 
1167 NapoUan 
352-1006 
MU4IC n. 11 
Freshman concert pianist 
by Greg Klerkx 
PNDMKkMa 
Freshman keyboard performance major Herri Hyatt practice* her stroke* 
for an upcoming performance. 
Birthdays can get pretty boring 
after a while. Every year it's the 
same old thing: a Betty Crocker dou- 
ble chocolate cake with fingerprints 
in the icing, cards from relatives who 
mysteriously disappear for the other 
364 days of the year and a chorus of 
'Happy Birthday' where only the dog 
is on Key. 
Kerri Hyatt decided that she'd had 
enough ho-hum birthdays and did 
sometime a bit different this year. On 
March 14th, the 19th anniversary of 
her arrival on Earth, she played solo 
Chopin with the Minnesota Symphony 
Actually, things weren't quite that 
easy for Kerri, a freshman keyboard 
performance major from Grants- 
burg, Wls. Years of piano lessons and 
a rigorous practice schedule paid off 
in January of 1984 when she won the 
Minnesota Young People's Concerto 
Competition. 
"A lot of people look at music ma- 
jors and say 'Oh, that's not hard 
work,'" she said. "Sometimes people 
don't realize that we often put in aa 
many hours as a regular job." 
A regular job might even be less 
time-consuming. In addition to 
classes and lessons, Kerri practices a 
minimum of 15-20 hours each week. 
Kerri began taking piano lessons at 
age five, after a year of "plunking' on 
the keys." She also excels at the oboe 
and presently sits first chair in the 
University Concert Band I. 
Music seems to be hereditary in ber 
family. Her mother is an elementary 
school music teacher who urged each 
of her four children to take up an 
instrument. 
"My mother had a plan," said 
Kerri. the oldest child in the family. 
"We have the instrumentation for a 
woodwind quintet: flute, clarinet, 
oboe, bassoon, and trench horn. As 
soon as the rest of the family is old 
enough, we're going to start playing 
together. We eventually want to per- 
1984 KEYS 
Are Still Available 
If you ordered one, but never picked it up, please do so. 
Limited number are available for sale, too 
Call 372-0086 or stop by 
The KEY office, 310 Student Services 
Display your 
memories in a collage 
*—-—«■* 
Aluminum frames 
-cut to specification 
Single Mat 
-rectangular or oval 
•variety of colors 
Glass covering 
11x14 package deal   '11.20 
16x20 package deal   '16.20 
cftricktencfc] 
!aatom Frami 
125 EOAK 
3524)282 
HEY NANCY... LET'S TRY THE 
MID-AM ROOM 
THEY HAVE ALL OUR GRILL AND 
SODA FOUNTAIN FAVORITES. 
IN THE HARSHMAN QUAD 
6:00 - MIDNIGHT 
SUN. - THURS. 
- *■*«■** .'■-' \+w.wo ....... -v-v 
M. II 
ready for symphony debut 
form as a family." 
Kerri's father is the only non-musi- 
cian in the house, but, she said, "He 
likes to listen, and he's very support- 
ive." 
Discipline is an important part of 
any performer's repertoire, and Kerri 
credits much of her success to her 
teachers. Her transition from high 
school to college training, usually a 
difficult adjustment, was made a bit 
easier due to an unusual set of cir- 
cumstances. Her teacher throughout 
high school was Christine Dahl, a 1976 
University graduate and former stu- 
dent of Virginia Marks, who happens 
to be KerrFs teacher at the Univer- 
sity. 
"Coming to college is such a shock- 
ing experience. Everything's differ- 
ent. Studying with Mrs. Marts is good 
because it's the one thing that's a 
little bit the same. Her teaching tech- 
nique is very similar to what I was 
used to at home." Kerri said that both 
of her teachers are tough and neither 
one allows any "goofing off." 
Kerri's birthday rendezvous with 
the Minnesota Symphony Orchestra 
was only a rehearsal, the actual per- 
formance dates being March 27 and ■. She will perform the third 
movement of the Chopin Piano Con- 
certo in F minor as a soloist accompa- 
nied by the orchestra, a college 
freshman alone in front of an audi- 
ence of thousands. 
Is she a bit nervous? "You bet I 
am!" she laughed. "My mother used 
to call me 'loose as a goose' because 
my heart would be pounding a million 
miles an hour before a performance. 
But I just psych myself out. I know 
that I wouldn't be there if I wasn't 
good enough to do the job." 
Kerri realizes that she's got a long 
way to go before she reaches that 
goal, but she's willing to sacrifice 
more birthdays in order to get there. 
"For what I'm after in a career, I 
think being able to play with the 
orchestra is a great step. I can't think 
of a better birthday present." 
Greg Klerki is a senior magazine 
journalism major torn ML Clemens, 
The circus is coming to town 
by Leone Costello 
Lions and tigers and bears, oh my! 
Well perhaps not bears, but how about 
balancing pachyderms and ferocious 
felines, and ariel artists which fly 
with the greatest of ease? 
The IMS Royal Hanneford Circus is 
coming to town, a spectacular show- 
case of circus acts performed under a 
three-ringed "big top" in the Univer- 
sity's Memorial Hall on Sunday, 
March 31. The production has been 
touted as one of the country's newest, 
most entertaining medly of human 
and trick animal performers, put 
together by circus veteran Tommy 
Hammerford. Sponsored by the Uni- 
versity's athletic department, this 
veritable wealth of circus wonders 
will begin at 1:30 p.m. and again at 
6:30, each performance an action- 
packed two hours of sheer fun. 
Youll see somersaulting acrobats 
and chattering chimps, a crazy con- 
glomeration of clowns and trapeze 
artists who'll execute the most 
breathtaking stunts. There'll be 
prancing ponies to amuse you and a 
juggling extravaganza to thrill you. 
Want to relive those childhood mem- 
ories of joining the circus? The Royal 
Hanneford Circus is a full-scale dis- 
play almost equaling that of Ringling 
Bros., and it's a delightful experience 
you won't want to miss. 
General admission tickets can be 
purchased at the Memorial Hall 
Ticket Office. Ordered in advance, 
are $5 for adults, and $4 for 
: and high school students with 
ication, and $3 for junior high- 
aged students and younger. Tickets 
purchased at the doors are SI more. 
For more information or ticket sales 
call the stadium office at 372-2401. 
Monty Sub 
Sausage, Onions, 
Mozzecela Cheese, 
Pizza Sauce    2.50 
BARNEY'S  CONVENIENCE 
MART 
AND CAR WASH 
BEER AND WINE AT STATE MINIMUM 
996 S. Main St.    352-0534 
Little Kins* Kegs 
55 12oz servings 
In stock & cold 
Hole 'n one DonuU 
-made fresh dally- 
We Denver 7 a.m.-11 a.m. 
Instant Lottery Tickets 
Pepsi 
8 pk. carton 
$1.58 + deposit 
(limit 2) 
Cigarettes 85* + tax 
Generic 61* + tax 
Century 94« + tax 
Marlboro 25 s $1.05 
+ tax 
Ulll©n      Open 24 hrs. 
,«Afc*W 
LOOK! 
Youl Rnd Everything 
Looks Better Through 
Correct Prescription lenses 
SINGLE 
VISION 
LENS& 
FRAME 
34 88 
BIFOCAL 
LENS& 
FRAME 
»5488 
Standard ctoar gfcMS 
plus -400 to -200 cyt 
IM> m*m •—• x— •*» •t_~?A-'00 2ZZ1 ii  IIIIIII i n—.p—E.—T—««■<■'—* 
Ma pr«» MJMI tt» '   !■" •» ■"» 
EVES EXAMrtD BY 
Df. S. MR, O.D. 
Burlington Optical Inn. 
MHl 
IIMSyt 
ISM s. aiymiai as.. ?■!■*§. MI MM ■ *«■.. 
Hn Booth* Srwa, 132 2113 
472-111* 
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We want Y-O-U  to pick the Oscars 
Bert Actor: (Check One) 
F.  Murry Abraham -"Am- 
adeus 
_Tom Hulce - 
"Amadeus" 
Alhwt Flnwy - 
"Under the Volcano" 
5am Waterson- "The Killing 
Bert Movie: (Check One) 
 "A Passage to India" 
 "Amadeus" 
 "The Killing Fields" 
 "Places in lie Heart" 
_"A Soldier's Story" 
Heart" 
John Maldovich -"Places in the 
jforiyuki 'Pat' Mortta - "The 
Beit Original Song:(Check One) 
"Take a look at me now" - 
Fields" 
Jeff Bridges - 
"Stannan" 
Bert Actress: (Check One) 
Sally Field - "Places in the 
Heart" 
Jessica Lance, "Country" 
 Sissy Spacek - "The River" 
"udy Davis - "A 
FB to India" 
enessa Redgrave -"The Bosto- 
nians" 
"Against All Odds' 
 "Ghostbusters" 
 "Footloose" 
 "I Just Called to Say I Love 
You" - "The Woman in Red'' 
 "Let's Hear It for the Boy" - 
"Footloose" 
Best Supporting Actor: (Check One) 
 Ralph   Richardson   - 
"Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan" 
__Adolph Caesar - "A Soldier's 
Story" 
Karate Kid" 
Hilng S. Ngor - "The Killing 
Fields" 
Bert   Supporting   Actress: (Check 
One) 
 GeraMine Page -"The Pope of 
Greenwich Village" 
JPeggy Ashcroft - "A Passage to 
India" 
Heart" 
_Glenn Close - "The Natural" 
.Lindsay Crouse -"Places in the 
Name. 
.Christine Lahti -"Swing Shift" 
Phone. 
You could WIN a VCR for three 
days, just by picking the winners of 
the Academy Awards! 
The Video Spectrum and Friday 
Magazine have joined forces in spon- 
soring this contest to let YOU tell us 
who you think will get the Oscar. 
The entrant with the most correct 
answers will receive a free videocas- 
sette recorder rental and four movies 
of his or her choice for three days, 
courtesy of the Video Spectrum. A 
drawing will be held in the event of a 
tie. 
Complete entry forms must be 
turned into the BG News Office in 106 
University Hall by 5 p.m. on Monday, 
March 25 to qualify. 
For the results, tune in to the 57th 
Annual Academy Awards on Monday, 
March 25 at 9 p.m. on ABC. 
The winner will be announced in the 
neit issue of Friday. 
MARCH 31 
1-.30& 6:30 
ANDERSON 
ARENA 
JENNIFER HOLLIDAY -SiND 
/W4HNirv 
' o musical celebration of Mahaila Jackson 
April 3   8 p.m. State Theatre   Cleveland   OH 
Tickets   Reg. S23.50 
SI 5.40 faculty and staff 
S5.00 students 
Sign up  payment in 
408 Student Services by Apri! 1. 
Call 372-2692 or 352-6243. 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR 
*Heat    *Water     *Cable 
*Trash Removal 
All included 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF 
LEASE 
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31 
Locations available just 6 blocks from campus 
400 E. Napoleon     352-9135     9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment 
•iViVii.v.Yi-iV.Vi'iV.Y.iY Yiiv \ut YSS; nil ii ii 'im mm 
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We want your opinion about who, 
what or where is the best. 
And because we never know when to 
stop, we've added a new category to 
vote for: Who throws the best parties in 
B.G.? This can be an apartment building, 
a house, a campus organization. Even 
just one person. 
And the best part is: the winner will 
be featured in a later issue of Friday. 
So if you want your voice to be heard, 
now's the chance. Complete the ballot 
and return it to the BG News office in 
106 University Hall by Wednesday, 
March 27 at 4 p.m. 
The results will be tallied and pub- 
lished  Friday,   March  29  in  Friday 
Magazine. 
Wednesday - Friday 
March 27-29 
Grand Ballroom, Union 
8:00 p.m. $2.00 
Reservations Recommended 
For reservations or Information 
call the Cabaret Hotline 
372-OUAO 
Vote for the best in BG 
l.Best    local    music   7. Best Rock Group: 
group: ihttr-.d—iiy k"own>  
8. Best snack food: 
2. Best Bar: 
9. Best Subs: 
3. Best Pizza: 
4. Best Beer: 
10. Best on T.V.: 
5. Best professor: 
6. Best class: 
11. Best restaurant: 
12.  Best  Radio  Sta- 
tion: 
13. Best BG Parties: 
9J**lTi 
tSprm(timi* 'of SB 
m 
CO 
LOOKING FOR A 
SUMMER INTERNSHIP? 
When you need to make your 
best impression 
-RESUMES- 
Professional work at resonable prices 
THE 
COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 
8 
by Shelly Trusty 
John Milton wrote "Come, and trip 
it as you go,/On the light fantastic 
toe," hundreds of years before Marie 
Taglioni used the first pair of toe 
shoes in a performance of Giselle, but 
even in Milton's time, dance was 
keeping society on it's toes. The Uni- 
versity Performing Dancers are con- 
tributing to that tradition. 
According to Deborah Tell, artistic 
director of University Performing 
Dancers (UPD) and dance coordina- 
tor in the school of HPER, the Univer- 
sity campus has been active with 
performance dance groups for many 
years. 
"I have found evidence in old pro- 
grams and such that there's been a 
performing dance group at the Uni- 
versity since the 1930s. Not under the 
same name, but there's always been a 
club or some organization," Tell said. 
Tell has been working with UPD 
since 1978 when she worked as a 
sabatical fill-in during a concert sea- 
son. She has been a full time faculty 
member at the University since 1979. 
Tell said UPD is open to all dancers in 
the community. Auditions for the 
company are held each fall, and 
members must re-audition each year. 
Once a member of the company, 
dancers participate in company 
classes to brush up on their technique 
and practice performance pieces tor 
upcomming productions. Tell is a 
contributing choreographer and a 
dancer in the UPD performance this 
weekend being held in the Main Audi- 
torium in University Hall. 
The program incorporates 19 danc- 
ers into various performances rang- 
ing from classical ballet to modem 
dance, but most of the performance 
features modern dance. 
Tell said the line separating differ- 
ent types of dance is not as clear as it 
used to be. "You used to be able to say 
that the major difference between 
modern dance and ballet was that 
modern was danced barefoot, but 
that's not true anymore ... Modern 
can be as formal as ballet or as 
percussive and hard hitting as jazz is; 
it uses all levels. It used to be that the 
only ballet that wasn't vertical was a 
tragic ballet- when someone died and 
fell gracefully to the floor - this isn't 
the case any more," she said. 
Sally Fowler, visiting professor in 
the philosopy department and a con- 
tributing choreographer for UPD, re- 
vived a dance entitled "New Year's 
Song" for the purpose of this week- 
end's production. 
"When you are reviving a dance 
you try to recreate something, but you 
have to make changes because each 
human being is different. I want them 
to feel at home in the dance," she 
said. 
"There is a certain point when you 
choreograph a dance that the dancers 
have to take it away from you," 
Fowler said. She said when the 
dancer takes the dance away, "It's 
sort of like losing a child... but that's 
OK. At that point it is no longer my 
dance, it's their dance." 
UPD performs tonight and tomor- 
row night at 8:00 p.m. Tickets can be 
obtained at the door, or by calling 372- 
2719. 
Shelly Trusty is a junior English 
major from Reno, Nev. 
i ■■■  ■ i I.II.I 
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i Ballet troup slated for visit to BG 
Photos 
By Liz Allen 
Tie New York Baroque Damce Company performs a fatty-staged open 
bmttet. Photo/ University News Service 
BvPatOlsen 
The companies are called The New 
York Baroque Dance Company and 
Concert Royal, but reviewers who 
have seen them perform have called 
them, "delightful" "doquent and 
moving " "extraordinary, and "fit 
for akuu? " 
These extraordinary companies 
that spedalixe in Mftand17ft cen- 
p.m., l 
backer 
Wednesday, Marcn u, in nv 
_ Hall, as part of the 1985 Festi- 
val Series. _ 
The New York Baroque Dance 
Company and Concert Royal are the 
onrf """p""'"* in America that per- 
f^n^ia^operfcUflets-Kiany 
of their selections are French whose 
operas almost always included dance. 
They have been preserved and re- 
corded'through the centuries, and 
Catherine Turocv and James Rich- 
man, respective founders and artistic 
directors, were captivated by the 
musk (which was to become their 
UvUbocU. 
Richman funded Concert Royal in 
1974 and is an internationally ac- 
claimed harpsichordist. The orches- 
tra has become prominent as one of 
America's ttjesTperiod uvrtTument 
ialbang in major 17ft les spec fe _„
i century repertoire. 
s and Ann Jacoby, baroque 
and 18ft  
Turocy a j wjr, «U«T» 
tw^v^snectolis^ founded fteir com- 
mmm 
pany in 1976, and the ensemble per- 
forms reconstructions and 
choreographies of Baroque dance in 
period costume. 
The music world is celebrating the 
birthday anniversaries of Johann Se- 
bastian Bach and G. F. Handel. Con- 
cert Royal and the Dance Company 
will honor both composers. 
The orchestra will perform Bach's 
Brandenburg Concerto #5, along with 
Scarlotti's sSalve Regina," in the 
first half of the concert. The Dance 
Company will perform Handel's 
"Terpsichore." 
A reviewer for the New York Times 
wrote: "The Concert Royal/New 
York Baroque Dance Company con- 
cet should be required viewing." 
Regular ticket prices are S3, $5, |7, 
$9 and til. They may be purchased in 
advance or reserved at the Kobacker 
Hall Box Office by phoning 372-0171. 
Students who want to experience 
this music and dance can take advan- 
tage of "Rush" tickets that will go on 
sale 15 minutes before the concert 
begins. 
Students may line up in the Ko- 
backer lobby, and seats in any loca- 
tion not sold by the box office will be 
made available for cash only to those 
waiting in line on a first-come, first- 
serve basis. Students must have a 
valid ID and $1 in hand to purchase a 
ticket. 
"Rush" tickets are not sold in ad- 
vance and are subject to availability. 
Pat Oisen is a graduate student in 
interpersonal communication. 
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alcons 
by Connie Perkins 
The last time you attended a wed- 
ding, some polkas and square dances 
were probably played. Most likely, 
you either tried to participate and had 
no clue as to what you were doing, or 
you didn't even try to dance because 
you were afraid your fumbling feet 
would make a fool out of you. 
But those who miss out on all that 
fun could learn to square dance and 
polka here on campus with the "Foot- 
loose Falcons." 
In existence on campus since 1979, 
the "Footloose Falcons" is a recre- 
ational club originally organized so 
that people could just get together to 
dance and have fun. Though polkas 
and square dances are a main part of 
this group, they do other dances as 
well. 
"We do line dances, polkas, square 
dances and mixers,'' said Diana 
Leopard, a junior biology major and 
secretary-treasurer for the dub. 
"Mixers are partner dances used to 
get everyone acquainted. You keep 
switching partners during a dance 
and it really is a lot of fun," said 
Leopard. "All you have to do is show 
up to become a member. There are no 
membership fees and you certainly 
don't have to know how to dance to 
join. Well teach anybody how to 
dance," she added. 
The founders of the club, Timothy 
Frye and Esther Smith, former Bowl- 
ing Green students, were members of 
the University 4-H Club and thought 
there would be an interest in square 
dancing and decided to form a club, 
said Doug Michaelis, president for the 
"Footloose Falcons'1 from 1981-1983. 
"The club started out with the origi- 
nal University 4-H Club members. 
There were about 18-20 of us," said 
Michaelis. "Tim was the caller (one 
who calls directions to the dancers 
during a song) for the first two years 
of the club. Then I started calling and 
have been doing it for the past four 
years," he added. Michaelis is the 
1 member still in the club. 
Michaelis graduated from 
the University in spring, 1984, with a 
bachelor of liberal arts degree, he has 
remained a member of the "Footloose 
Falcons." 
"I want to try to keep the club 
going," said Michaelis. ''I'm really 
the only caller they have and if I 
leave, the club may fold," he added. 
Michaelis also said that be would 
gladly teach anyone how to be a caller 
but that it does take time and money 
I 
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Buy 1 Sub at Regular Price 
& Get the 2nd for  yA  Price 
BJ's Food Emporium 
'1 
I 
*£• 
143 E. Weeeter 
352-7603 
WE DELIVER 
expires 3-29-85 
Kick up their heels for 
a B.G. square dance 
to purchase equipment and records 
needed for the job." 
According to Leopard, after Mi- 
chaelis graduated, Kirk Buchman 
became president of the club. That 
arrangement worked fine until Buch- 
man accepted a co-op in Florida with 
Disney World and left the club without 
a president. The "Footloose Falcons" 
have just elected Kaia Synnestvedt, a 
senior music- education major, to fill 
the presidency. 
! the delay in finding a new 
at, the club still meets the first 
ay of every month at 8 p.m. in 
the Northeast Commons. You don't 
have to wear special clothing, said 
Leopard, just wear whatever you're 
comfortable in. 
Delores Black, associate professor 
in the School of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation, is the fac- 
ulty advisor for the club. "I got in- 
volved because I love folk and square 
dancing," said Black. "I'm here to 
help the club in case they need any- 
thing." Black teaches folk, square 
and ballroom dancing at the Univer- 
sity. 
Aside from their regular monthly 
get-togethers, the "Footloose Fal- 
cons" occasionally do demonstrations 
at nursing homes in the Bowling 
Green area. "Usually we will get all 
dressed up in costumes when we 
dance at the nursing homes," said 
Leopard 
As well as being a student organiza- 
tion, the club is also open to the 
public. Members from Perrysburg as 
well as members that have already 
graduated come to dance with them. 
Though many of the club members 
are also members of the University 4- 
H Club, Leopard said that students of 
all kinds and from all majors are 
more than welcome to join the club. 
The "Footloose Falcons" will be co- 
sponsoring a square dance with the 
University 4-H Club on March 22 in 
the the Student Services forum from 
8-11 p.m. The cost for admission will 
be $2 and refreshments will be served. 
So after an exciting, sun-drenching 
spring break, or a restful break at 
home, come back to school with a new 
goal - to learn to square dance and 
polka. 
By getting involved, you will be well 
on your way to showing all those other 
people at the next wedding that you, 
too, can swing your partner with the 
best of 'em. 
Connie Perkins is a senior public 
relations major from Maumee, Ohio. 
************************************* 
ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS 
TEMPORARY 
HEALTH CARE COVERAGE AVAILABLE 
■ * 
I S 1 I  £ Call or write to: 
Williams Employee Benefits 
139 W. Third Street 
I $ Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 
I * 419-874-7034 
* 
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* 
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************************************* 
GAVEL MEET ING 
Monday, March 24, 4 p.m. 
209 Moseley Hall 
Welcome  to all aspiring  writers and photographers. 
Get involved! Help report on your Greek system. 
I ft. II // 
Are you part of the in crowd or out? 
by Larry Harris 
Jut a word of warning to those 
ever-conscious of what is trendy and 
in vogue. According to the April issue 
of Forum magazine, the following 
subjects have been declared either 
"in'' or "out" by Forum editors. 
Separate; 
loflex, Peter J 
Clint Eastwood 
movies are in. 
Joan Rivers, Julio Inglewias, per- 
sonal ads, bathhouses and Willie Nel- 
son are out 
Phil Donahue is so out that he's in; 
Women Against Pornography is al- 
ways out; Tina Turner is always in 
and androgyny should be out. 
In keeping up with our competition, 
the editors of Friday (well, just me 
actually) have compiled a more local- 
ized list of whatVTn" and "out." 
Despite popular opinion, white web 
belts are saD in. So is Body by Pisa- 
nello's and Heineken. In addition, 
Paul Olscamp is still in. Yes, Paul, 
you still have a faithful fan at the BG 
News. 
Hanging out at the Union is in. 
Reading the Suggestion Board at the 
library is in. Even reading Friday 
magazine is in. 
Blowing off classes is out, although 
walking in late is in. Anything math or 
computer science related is out. Dou- 
ble majors are out. 
Sushi is out, but nobody cares be- 
cause most of us never knew what it 
was, anyway. Willie Nelson was never 
in, so it comes as no surprise that he's 
out. Michael Stanley Band is out... 
finally. 
Killing pigeons is out. Giving blood 
flfeS* 
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Bowling Green: 1544 E. Wooster 
Street 352-0461 
t.iM6Pand*VM.Inc 
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is in. Manville Madness may be con- 
sidered out by most people, but some 
still believe it's in. 
Springfest, featuring country mu- 
sic, is way out in left field. Sony 
Walkmans are out. Conversation is 
back in. 
Human sacrifice is out, again. So 
are sewing circles. 
Wearing clothes is back in. Speak- 
ing in complete sentences is out. 
But who really cares, anyway. I 
don't expect you to listen to me any 
more than I would listen to Forum 
magazine. 
Be yourself. That's always in vo- 
gue. 
Larry Harris, halt-crazed editor of 
Friday magazine, is a senior public 
relations major from the thriving 
metropolis ofLemoyne, Ohio. 
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NOW RENTING FOR 
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR 
* Two-bedroom apartments 
* Fully furnished 
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up 
and water paid by owner 
' Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed 
available 
$560 per person per semester (4 people) 
Located at Clough & Mercer Sts. 1 block 
behind McDonalds Restaurant. 
Call Rich at 352-7182 
(GREENBRIAR INC 
224 E. Wooster 
352-0717 
FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS 
818 ThurstJn, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Ave. 
* 2 bedroom 
* 2 baths 
* Furnished 
* Laundry facilities avialable 
* $450 per month + electric 
i.iiiiii  ■-!———  
ATTENTION GREEKS & UNIVERSITY GROUPS! 
We have 4 apts. available with a basement 
meeting/recreation room below. Could house 16 
people at $450 p/mo. and have the basement 
meeting room for group uses. Call 352-0717 for 
more information. 
12 1UHC MMfltanfttLi 
Madonna scores two top ten hits on Billboard 
(APJThe following are Billboard's 
top 10 hit singles and albums for 
this week.  
HOT SINGLES 
l."One More Night" Phil Collins (At- 
lantic) 
r'Material Girl" Madonna (Sire) 
3."Can't Fight This Feeling" REO 
Speedwagon (Epic) 
VXover Glrr Teena Marie (Epic) 
5."We Are the World" USA for 
Africa (Columbia) 
6."Too Late for Goodbyes" Julian 
Lennon (Atlantic) 
7."Prtvate Dancer" Tina Turner (Capitol) 
BV'High On You" Survivor (Scotti 
Bros) 
9."Craxy for You" Madonna (Sire) 
U."Nigbtshift" Commodores (Mo- 
town) 
ALBUMS 
l."No Jacket Required" Phil Collins (Atlantic) 
2."Centerfield"   John   Fogerty (Warner Bros. 
3."Born In The U.S.A."  Bruce 
Springsteen (Columbia) 
f'Beverly Hills Cop" Soundtrack (MCA) 
5."Private Dancer" Tina Turner (Capitol) 
(."Like A Virgin" Madonna (Sire) 
7."Make It Big" Wham (Columbia) 
•."Wheels Are Turning" REO 
Speedwagon (Epic) 
•."Agent Provocateur" Foreigner 
(Atlantic) 
10."Reckless" Bryan Adams 
(AIM) 
Spring Madness Sale 
Thurs-Fri-Sat 
Check out our nevv Spring Sports 
Apparel and Athletic Shoes 
Running Shorts 
& Singlets 
20% off 
Men's 
Warm-up Suits 
25% off 
Men's & Women's 
A .^. Running Shoes 
g*~^  Zk from Turntec 
Now 
$29.95 
Reg. $39.95 
Save $10 
Men's 
Tennis Shoes 
from Turntec 
Reg. $39.95 
Save $10 
Now 
$29.95 
j^ FALCON HOUSE 
"Your Athletic Shoe and Sports Apparel Headquarters In B G 
Full line active sports apparel lor man, woman 6 youth 
CUSTOM T-SHIRT LETTERING 
140 E. Woostar • Bowling Green • 352-3610 
Sal* Hr«: Dally 10-0, Sat 10-6 
Sun 1-5 
a ^se^psteGo aB»aa»iaalB»«laaaaaaaaaaBa1BawaBBlBBalaaai 
\*fCAMTTi     Casey's Combo 
Single, large fries, 
medium soft drink I I 
\ $1.75 axplra* 3 2SIJ ■■ 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
Now Leasing foi 85 86 Si hool Yt*ai 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included'gas heat'laundry facilities 
•drapes*carpet»party & game room 
•swimming pool*sauna 
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$270-furnished $265-unfumished 
Plus gas & electric. 
Landlord pays water & sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-furnished $200-unfumished 
Plus electric. 
Landbrd pays gas heat, water & sewage 
Free membership to Cherrywood Heakh Spa w/lease 
214 Napoleon Rd     Bowling Green, Ohio 
352-1195 
\ 
I 
! 
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Get a jump on the job market by gaining 
valuable sales experience! 
 THEBCLNEWS  
...is now accepting applications for advertising sales representatives for the 
1985-86 academic year. All sales related majors are encouraged to apply. 
ApplicatJon Deadlmc: Fit, March 29,5 p.m. lKUiiversrtyHaD  
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I HOPE 
tOUCATIONAL     PRO- 
GRAMMING 
SANDY GRIFr/TM 
WOOOWRIGHTS SHOT 
1FRIJ 
• NEWTON'S     APPll 
(MON) 
BdtOf GAMf ITUE) 
GD ON THI MONf V < WF. Dl 
IESPNI   AEROBICS     BOOIES 
IN MOTION 
rTMCI MOVIE (WED) 
12:30 
• •   YOUNG   AND   THE 
RESTLESS 
■ SEARCH   POM   TOMOR- 
ROW 
I LOVING 
I LOVE LUCY 
EDUCATIONAL     PRO- 
GRAMMING 
IBJPW SPEEOWEEK (FRII 
■SPHI   COLLEGE    BASKET 
■ALL (MON-W(D> 
(ESPN)   POCKET   BILLIARDS 
(THUI 
CIMCI MOVIE CTHU, PRII 
1:00 
!B MOVIE 
DAYS OP OUR LIVES 
9 ALL MY CHILDREN 
IESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
(FRI) 
ISO 
• •   AS    THE    WORLD 
TURNS 
■SPN)   WORLD   OP    AUTO 
RACING        1M4     DASHES 
AND SMASHES (Rl (TMUI 
(TVCI MOVIE (MON   WIDI 
2:00 
■) ANOTHER WORLD 
■ ONE LIPE TO LIVE 
• SPHI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (FRII 
(TMOMovii rrut) 
2:30 
0 ■ CAPITOL 
IESPNI LPOA GOLF IMONI 
SSPMI   HARNESS   RACING 
CLASS OF *S4 ITUEI 
IESPNI     AUTO     RACING 
1)11     CART     AWARDS 
IWEOI 
■SPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
ITHUI 
rrwci MOV* (THUI 
3:00 
O V GUIDING LIGHT 
O CORONATION STREET 
• SANTA BARBAR A 
{GENERAL HOSPITAL 
WOODY WOODPECKER 
THIS OLD HOUSE (FRO 
A     ACRYLIC     PAINTING 
IMONI 
9   SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING ITUEI 
O NEW YORK'S MASTER 
CHEFS (WED) 
9    COMPUTER    CHRONI- 
CLES (THUI 
MPNI   POCKET   BILLIARDS 
(TU€I 
KSPNI TENNIS IWEOI 
(TMCI MOVIE (FRI) 
1:30 
I JUST LIKE MOM 
PORKY     PIG     AND 
FRIENDS 
8: 
■ 3-2-1 CONTACT IRI Q 
IESPNI   POCKET   BILLIARDS 
IFRII 
rTMCI MOV* (MON. WEOI 
4:0O 
O RITUALS 
8 DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
LOVE BOAT 
■) HART TO HART (MON. 
WED-FRII 
8 SPECIAL TREAT (TUEI 
FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
■ • SESAME STREET CJ 
O   VOLTRON.   DEFENDER 
OF   THE   UNIVERSE   tTUE- 
PHII 
flt THUNDERCATS (MOW 
IESPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL REPORT (Rl ITUEI 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL (THUI 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUEI 
4:30 
8 DIVORCE COURT 
KIOS    OF     OEGRASSI 
STREET (FRII 
O     ELEPHANT     SHOW 
IMONI 
! O EDISON TWINS ITUEI 
8 GOING GREAT IWED) 
WHAT'S NEWI (THUI 
O   MUSIC   VIDEOS   (TUE- 
FRI) 
CSPHI   COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL ITUE. FRII 
I IESPNI      BODYBUILDING 
MR.   UNIVERSE   COMPETI- 
TION (R) (MON) 
(TMCI MOV* (THU. PRII 
BOO 
I BENSON 
I VIDEO HITS 
J WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
S PEOPLE S COURT 
HE-MAN    AND    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
(it MISTER ROGERS 
DUKES OF HAZ2AR0 
IESPNI     AUTO     RACING 
IWED) 
(TMCI MOVTt (MON. WED) 
B:30 
8JEFFERSONS 
8DNEWS 
St THREE'S COMPANY 
0M'A*l*H 
ft    ELECTRIC    COMPANY 
(R) 
INEW TECH TIMES (FRII 
CROP GAME IMON) 
ION THE LINE ITUE) 
I ART BEAT (WED) 
UNIVERSITY   PERSPEC 
YIVE (THUI 
MM 
MARCH 22. ISM 
MM ■ ••NEWS 
ST SIOO.OOO NAME THAT 
TUNE 
OS    MACNEI,    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
■ OIFF RENT STROKES 
•    EDUCATIONAL    COM- 
PUTING PROFILE 
(TMCI MOVE • * * Stan 
MOTTl H983ICh)4IO0«M> W* 
"■ NMato Wood A m«i«d cow 
DM ROT 10 kMp • IpFCIFiV 
dabgnaa davca wtvcli iFond a 
pVBOfi   to  oaporwnc*  ■*•  MM* 
S' 
erutj I 
Mm feti Or eryotttar. from mwt«y 
n>d ■rM*Li«t»ai groups   PG 
B:30 
O • CBS NEW* 
• NKNfWS 
• ABC NEWS Q 
• HAPf-Y DAYS AGAIN 
S BUSINESS REPORT 
■SPN) S«)HTSLOOK 
7 00 
• • ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT FMIOM Sefty feed 
O THE BOUNDER Ttevor and 
Howard confront the insurance 
men who -an away wuh Mary 
(B WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
8) LIFESTYLES OP THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
SALUTES THE WORLD 5 
BEST A vew o' the world ■ beat 
reeorii iMHah and letiavranta 
■where the fich and famous Qeihajr 
GUMII Enduda Mofoan le-ch*d 
HM Linden John We*, man Lmda 
(vani Joan Cotkna Sutan lucci 
Motlt    Room  leach   Conn*. Ste 
9 BUSINESS REPORT 
S)M'AaS'H 
• MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
«SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O   P M     MAGAZINE   Handi 
capped    modal acuaiy    Kaihy 
Bosyhta. and Mm critic Oana ShaM 
• ona woman snorts teleiy 
'u»*d» a iocs. a> Yupo—i 
I CANAOIANS 
I FAMILY FEUD 
I TAXI 
WfcD. WILD WORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
Q THREES COMPANY 
IESPNI   COLLEGE    BASKET. 
BALL Mei.o«ai Ch.*nrNonsh* Ma 
osonef Semrfrnet 
BOO 
O Si DETECTIVE IN TNI 
HOUSE Pra*e n heed by • 
weelthy indutlnelitt lOon 
Amechel who 6eke»es orva of hn 
chttdrao n oul lo mmos" rum 
O TOMMY HUNTER 
SHOW Gueatt Hank Snow II 
Don I Hurl Anymore I Boots 
Bandc-pri I Yetety Se» I Gut 
Mardkn (   Lovm   Vou Muili   I 
• COOCNAME      FOXFIRE 
I lx   Meggst and Danny go undar 
(Over M an eacfutrve prep achool 
with a iwo'otd miaMm lo drecow 
a> who t copyevo Top tecrei docu- 
rrvania and lo atop a So-net 
agent 
• • WASHINGTON 
WIER Me REVIEW 
• MOVIE** > The leai Of 
The Good Guv* 1*9781 Robert 
Cusp Oennn Dugen When >t ap 
peari ihei an eskng otXcer may 
loee h* pentson benenn h« co 
worker* enter *nio en uniaay aw 
anoa lu -over lor hsm 
(TMC) MOVIE ** The One 
AndCWy 119781 Memy W-nkks. 
•Jsm Darby A rrw.lil unable lo 
■ jtceed an any lonvent-onel hne 
0* wort dacsdee lo don a platinum 
wig. and become the world a 
heelweit wreetler   PG 
S 30 
QD «9 WALL STREET WEEK 
S:00 
O    •    KNOTS   LANDING 
Cathy <* angered by Joahua • late 
yraron    mamaga    prooote.      Ruth 
preaauiee G/eg lo cbaauada MaCk 
from ehreeitgatMng Galveeton In 
duatrwe Abby ww» lo dwjrm ae 
cialt from John CoWeru Q 
O ANNE MURRAY AT 
QUEBEC CARNIVAL 
■ V The Leader doclarea en at- 
rtwii-ce and daap-ie the susp. 
crone o* raartUnoa laaoeri EUa 
bath boerda the mother ahsp to 
awart «.i arrival Diana mean 
whea paoia lo ihatiar the peace 
• BENSON Benron end Oey 
ion dracover Kane end he* couam 
i" a bar with a paet of cottage 
men Q 
9 WOOOY HERMAN S BIG 
BAND CELEBRATION Woody 
Mermen bnnge MI end blue* lo 
iht b-j bend c »i at ration at Han 
ton i Msffar Outdoor Theater with 
gueeit Pete fJerbum Key Starr 
the Ouhea of D-retand C-S* lei 
<y end Joe Wekemi 
O DOCTOR WHO 
t:30 
O CAROL   BURNETT AND 
FRIENDS 
8) OPP THE RACK Sam nfj 
10 keep Kaie oui of hn he* by 
eriengmg e tpeciel bend date lor 
rtSPNI SPEEDWEEK (Rl 
10:00 
O   S   COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL Southeast or Weal redone, 
temrfetel 
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
m MIAMI VICE Ooctetl end 
Tutoba »d lederp egente I-I our v-t 
of ar> arme dealer but the G men 
teem more mlereaied -n lerncving 
the merchandise than m mahmg 
the e.re*t IRI 
m MATT HOUSTON Men m 
baffled when the prime viepect <n 
■he mmdar of • mode* and her 
(hauffeur  t*i en a>-t*vhl eta>   (Rl 
• NEWS 
eI»Ptfl WORLO CUR SKIING 
Women a gujni »lafon> horn 
WetervAe Veaey H H 
ITMCI    MOVIE     ** D-ty 
Knsght t Wort H97f> John 
Msta poneid Ptietence Ihe -on 
of a murdered 20th century 
kmghi enMtt, Ihe aid of en re. en 
kH retired Scotland Va>d deiec 
tree   sit    Imitng   the   perpetrator 
PC 
10: SO 
• ODD COUPLE 
lltOO 
• • • NEWS 
O HOME FREE: RETURN 
OP THe* BALD EAGLE A 
trwomcle of wsldkfe pfwiographar 
Jack SwaOberg a attempt io 
transfer wed IIJet from Menrlo- 
ba to ihe Owabbsn Re*arvoe m 
Mettechutetit 
• WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
• MONTY PYTHON S FLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
11:26 
O GOOD ROCKIN-   I V-deoa 
by   Joan   Jett    John Para.   Gag 
KemBand Scandal 
11:30 
• TONIGHT Hoet Johnny 
Cereon  (Rl 
• ABC NEWS NtGHTLINE 
An eiammat-x of South Africa t 
economic toc-el and poMstaf 
protNeme 
• • LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Moat Oenma Wnotay 
• SANfORD ANO BON 
(ESPWI SPORTBCE NTER 
fTMQ MOVH ** Cheech 4 
Chorvqi St* Smoksrt HM3I 
Ricfwjrd Mere. Tommy Chong 
The comic duo livens up • poorty 
ettended Dutch film fetuvai   R 
11:B6 
B ROCK WARS From Edmon 
ion    parformancet by Boyttown 
Vosce Pater Mann and the >.one 
W   the Tim Feehan Band 
12:00 
{•NEWS 
BJ/LOBO 
LAUREL ANO HARDY 
CtSPtt, TOP RANK   BOXING 
Clarke     Whrle lightntng     Brown 
vt   Harold Sraieir m a tumor we> 
terwe-jhl  bout   scrwduke.1 lor   10 
'Ounda    trom  AtlenK   Cny    N J 
IRI 
12:26 
O GOOD ROCKIN' II — 
lured lop 20 albume wewteri of 
the Huey Lewit trivia conleti m 
tarystw with Paul Stanley of KISS 
v-deoa by MeKosm McLaren Huey 
Lewrt and Ihe Newt Deep Pur 
pie ihe Pomier Sratert 
12:30 
• MOVIE** Emp-eOtThe 
Ante 1197 71 Joan Cothm Rob 
wi Lantmg 
• COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
Southeati or Wetl regponal term 
fetal 
• FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Featured We Are Ihe World 
the USA lor Africa ysdeo leetunng 
4S top rnuelcet Derformert other 
vsdeot by Phsl Cothnt Mrt 
Jegger Kooi B the Gang Don 
Hensay 
1 00 
SJfMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE     **        K.*e    Me 
Oeadty      119551   Ralph   Meeker 
AfberiDekkw 
10B 
rTMC) MOVIE   **'.      VeJao 
drome      <19B3>    James   Wooda 
Deboreh Harry 
121 
• HOUSE CALLS 
2:00 
8 CARRY ON LAUGHING 
NEWS 
2:30 
O MOVIE * * *    The Houee 
That  Woutdnt D-t     119701 Bar 
bera Stanwyck   Rrcherd Egen 
• NEWS 
lEBPtll SPORTSCENTER 
2:4B 
rTMCI MOVIE **    Operation 
KM)   Brothei     (19671   ftei- Con 
nery   Oemela 8>ench, 
eMD 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (Rl 
3:OS 
• MOVIE *** W-vdome 
Way IIB6SI Peter Fetch Mary 
Una. 
MO 
■SPHI   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL NMsonat Champejnahsp Re 
flPonalSemrtV.ellRl 
4O0 
• MOVIE **'. The Spy 
Wrth The Cold Note (19661 leu 
ranee H«yev  Dafrati Lav. 
4:30 
fTajtO MOVIE *•*     Uxtlhe 
Gsenl     Kerar 11962)      Ke-wm 
Methewe   Jut* Meredith 
UniROAV 
MARCH 22. 1BS 
MORNING 
7:30 
QRHOOA 
• UNCLE BEN 
• FANTASTIC FUN FESTl 
VAL 
• DETROIT THIS WEEK 
BOO 
O SHaRT TALES 
• AGRI COUNTRY 
JSNORKS 
SUPERFRIENDS:    LEG- 
ENDARY   SUPER   POWERS 
SHOW 
• VICTORY GARDEN 
(TMCI       MOVIE      ** Time 
Wetter        119821     Ben    Murphy 
Kevin Brophy 
S:30 
• GET ALONG GANG 
I SESAME STREET 
KIO-A-LITTLES 
• PINK PANTHER AND 
SONS 
• SUPERFRIENDS: LEG- 
ENDARY SUPER POWERS 
SHOW 
• MOTORWEEK 
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
S:00 
O • MOPPET BABIES 
• SMURF8 
• MIGHTY ORBOTS 
• SESAME STREET Q 
• WILD KINGDOM 
• COMPUTER CHRONI 
CLES 
lESPNr BUSINESS TIMES 
MANAGEMENT REPORT Up 
io date butneta -rlormetion for 
meneger*    including  strategy    a> 
s 
Wat Street ectwiteya   IRl 
B30 
O DUNGEONS AND ORA 
GONS 
I JUST LIKE MOM 
GREAT SPACE   COAST- 
ER 
I TURBO TEEN 
LORNE GREENE'S NEW 
WILDERNESS 
• EDUCATIONAL COM- 
PUTING PROFILE 
(TMCI MOVIE ** Purple 
Meant M984) Ken Wahl Cheryl 
Ledd 
10:00 
O B BUGS BUNNY / 
ROAO RUNNER 
• BONANZA 
• DRAGON S LAIR 
(WONDERWORKS 
MOV*   * * * *     The Man 
From    lareme,       II9S5I    Jemet 
Slewart   Weaece Ford 
(9 NEW TECH TIMES 
IESPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL National Clwrvpsonthsp Re 
gKHval SemrhnM IRI 
10:30 
• ALVIN ANO THE CHIP- 
MUNKS 
• SCOOBY-OOO MYSTEfl- 
• PCT ACTION LINE 
11:00 
CORONATION STREET 
KIDD VIDfJO 
SCARY SCOOBY   FUN- I 
(MOTORWEEK 
SQUARE    FOOT   GAR- 
DENING 
11:30 
Q • PR YORS PLACE 
O CORONATION STREET 
• MR. T 
Q LITTLES CJ 
ffiMOVK***     imle Men 
(19401 Jack Oek*   Jsmnty Iytfon 
• JOY OP PAINTING 
iTMCI MOVIE  * * *     Mai Du 
gar. Return.    119B3I Martha Me 
ton. Jaaon Robeiih 
AFTERNOON 
12:00 
• MAN FROM ATLANTIS 
O WHAT'S NEW? 
• SATURDAY SUPER 
CADE 
• AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 
• ABC WEEKEND 
Cougar*      Atbst   and   Sereh   tr. 
umph over thee kidnappers Ihe 
element* of Ihe wed and a reo>>g 
n«er (Pert 3 of 31 (Rl Q 
• MOVIE ** Tarian And 
TheSheOevrt 119531 Las Bark 
e>   Mcm.que Van Vooren 
• OUR. TING 
BSPN) WOMEN'S BASKET- 
BALL Eatl Receonel Fetel kve 
komttortotk Va 
1230 
OMR   MICROCHIP (R) 
• INCREDIBLE  HULK 
• AMERICAN BAND- 
STAND Featured George Thoro 
good A the Dettroyert ( Ge* 
Jammer Long Gone I De 
barge < Rhythm of the Night I 
Medonnetwdeo Materiel Gel 
Q VICTORY GARDEN How 
lo plant vegetables and fruits for 
Ihe summer months   IRI 
I oo 
• TENNIS 
{POLE POBITION 
KIOS WORLD 
• FRUGAL GOURMET 
Jeff Smith utet port lwe> end 
Irth 10 demonstrate variation* m 
the preparation of dumphnga 
1:30 
0 •   COLLEGE   BASKET- 
BALL   feat    >eg-yel   hneJ   horn 
Pro«»ence. R I 
I DATELINE: ONTARIO 
! MOPPETS 
VIDEOGAME 
THIS OLD HOUSE 
Portable lighting haturet are At 
lusted    a cork  floor  t restored 
• MOVIE **1 Doctor 
BWodt Cofhn 11*61) Keiron 
Moore Hani Court 
fTMCI MCWt * The Ice P. 
ratat Ml*4) Robert Urch Mary 
Ooeby 
2:00 
O CBC NEWS SPECIAL FtnM 
Mirviter E conomic Conterence 
• MOVIE *** Death 
Wnh 11974) Chartea Bronaon 
Mope Lange 
• AL LINDNER S IN- 
F(SHERMAN SPECIAL 
CD HOUSE FOR ALL SEA- 
SONS Low-coat cooang ideee 
ere eiarTMned 
• HOUSE FOR ALL SEA- 
SONS CokonuM water te-.ng 
techmquei     low    memtanance 
M u» ii 
I U  
 
• 
Trust 
in your 
ruture. 
Wbda 
LOCATIONS: 
BOWLING GREEN 
100 S. MAIN ST. 
1098 N. MAIN ST. 
327 S. MAIN ST. 
c i^Sr.., E. FRONT ST S. CENTER ST. 
ISSK^T 
FJNDLAY 
418 S MAIN ST. 
1660 TIFFIN 
CAREY 
119 E. RNDLAY 
ATTENTION 
THE BULLPEN 
is buying & selling baseball and 
football cards, album's, sheets, 
etc. Come and see us for your 
needs. 
THE BULLPEN 
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402  ' 
Phone (419) 352-0276 
Gary 
Brand Opening 
DiBEMEDETTOS 
Hew Pool Boom 
Cliff Kurt from the Music Connection 
will be spinning your favorite records 9 
to 1, plus we'll be giving away many 
FREE prizes throughout the evening. 
Come in, or ask our delivery persons to 
bring an entry blank with your deliv- 
ery. Win — pool sticks, T-shirts, a four 
foot party sub & beverages, hats, 
albums, etc. OPEN 12-a Monday-Saturday 
1
 '    '   .' I..,.. '■       IIUHHIIItllHUlllH 1432 E. BBeeTH m-mn 
**<y*><*««««eee)*>ee«e4eeeee« H»»* 
14 i mm 
IfBPN) GYMNASTICS 
McDonald* International MM 
Peas cornprrtiuon. from Chicago ■ 
MB 
• LAP   OUfLTrfea Crurfhng 
fj LAP OLHLTINO Ou*s 
leasurmg an array of start 
3:00 
0 BOVVLING f ISO 000 ln« 
Baar Open  *v* from  Red Carpal 
C«*sbrriy Imn m Mawaufcee 
0 NEW YORK'S MASTER 
CHEFS 
62 MOVIE *** Th* Ten* 
Midm 1)960) Hod Tay*or 
Y*elteM-nwo. 
S IN THE SWING P.n, An 
drew* smc* South Rampart 
Street Parade. "I Can Dream 
Cant   I'    and    6000* Wooes* 
Buff*   Boy       m   ItMt   MluM   to   th* 
"«"c dance and humor of tha 
1940a Hoat Stsva AMan 
3:30 
O •   COLLEGE   BASKET- 
BALL    Midwesi    regional   final 
bomOeka* 
ID GREAT CHEFS OF NEW 
ORLEANS 
OUa MOV* *■><* Tha 
SpAee Gang (19741 lee Marym 
Gary Grime* 
4 00 
■ WAL TONS 
CD  MOVIE  ** ft      San Ouen 
ton      11937)   Pat   OBrien    Hum 
pfwey 6ogart 
9 WOODY HERMAN S BIG 
BAND CELEBRATION Woody 
Herman brings fil and blue* to 
■Kit t»g band celebreirori at Houa 
ton's Mibsr Outdoor Thaatar with 
guests Fata Barbutti Kay Start 
tha Dufcaa ol Diueiand Clara Tar 
'y and Jo. Wilmi ■ami WORLD COP SKIING 
Woman a slalom horn Watarwae 
Vaaay N M mi 
4*90 
m WIDE WORLD OF 
SPORTS Scheduled Atlanta 
S00 stock car rac* world aki by 
mg. ch*mpiorishaj> horn Plane* 
Yugoslavia 
S:0O 
SBPORTSWHKENO 
PGA GOLF Panasonic Laa 
Vagaa   Inwiesajnel.   mad round 
b«* horn laa Vegas Country Club 
MM 
• STAR SEARCH Guest* 
GAvwlorasg Moyt Aalon  (ft) 
M0 
m MOW ***    LHtieCee 
tar    119)01 Edward G Robrnson 
Douglas rarfbanksJt 
(TMa     MOVIE     **       Trm* 
W***. 1191?) Bon Murphy 
Kewnfaropby 
EVENING 
M0 
■JOJOjNEWS 
OCBC NEWS 
OJABCNCWBQ 
m STAR TREK 
m    JUKEBOX   SATURDAY 
NIGHT EdrM Arbert hosts a >s 
craairon   of   Big   Band   ara  ntuM 
wrth ova*)* Helen O'Connat. KM 
h.  Smrth   Herb Jeffrie*   Margaret 
Whrtmg and Hasan Forroat 
(ESPN) WOMEN'S BASKET- 
BALL   VV..1   Regional  fatal    bv* 
bom lo* Anga*** 
6:30 
O • CSS NEWS 
O THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
» 13 REPORTS 
AT THE   MOVIES Schw) 
urad Roger Ebart and Gan* Srakal 
'avw*. "Maak -    Tha Laat Dra- 
gon   and "Baby " 
7:00 
O EBERT ANO SISKEL: IF 
WE PICKED THE OSCARS 
dim critics Rogar Ebart and Gana 
Srakal announca tharr select ens 
lor th* Academy Awards 
SREAL FISHING SHOW 
HEE   HAW faaiurad   Laa 
Gf—nwood    Th*   Judo*    Keith 
Whrtsry. Tha Naggars  Rov Ac ull 
OJ) OIVORCE COURT 
S) 82) SOLID GOLD Hoai   IVk 
Darss   Gu*sts   Glady* Kraght and 
th* Pros   Jcmar* Jackson and 
P»a   Zadora    Autograph.   General 
Pubkc     Teene   Mar*     Don   We 
bams 
Oj) MOVIE *>** Hrgh Srar 
r* 1194 li Humphroy Boo*I Id* 
luprno A gangstar on th* run 
bom poke* m in* CaMorraa 
mountains hrvda hi* involvement 
wrth two woman to be rws undo 
■ng 
ITMC.      MOVIE      •>*>** 
Around Th* World In 60 Day* 
119561 Davrd N«r*n Shrrkry Mac 
lame In 1672. an f ngksh gentle 
man makas a bat that h* can nav 
rt around th* world m 60 rtey* 
G 
7:30 
O DON CHERRY S GRAPE 
VINE GUMI Angela Most* 
B WEEKEND MAGAZINE 
BOO 
O m OARPkt-in IN THE 
ROUGH An-natad Garfrald and 
r-i ownw Jon ember* on a camp 
•ng tirp m th* mouniems tarhar* 
tha cat ha* torn* bwarre conbon 
tation* with unusual lorasl am 
ma**   IRI 
O NHL HOCKEY Vancouver 
Canucks M Wmnrpag Jats 
■J DIFF RENT STROKES M 
t*r he B mugged on a New York 
City street Arnold suffer* bom 
amotronal probtams and waits a 
psychologrsl  Q t> 
09 T.J. HOOKER Wh*n Corn 
gan a> seemed o* shooting an 
unarmad suspect bacaua* ot an 
old gfurjga. Hoofcar sats out to 
prove th* officer * mnecence Q 
Oj)      MOVIE      •*** The 
MaMaaa Fafcran 11641) Hum- 
phrey Bogart Mary Aanr Based 
on the novel by OaahraN Ham 
matt San Francisco private ay* 
Sam Spada becomes caught up m 
th* search lor a prices***. r*w*i 
encrusted statue 
BSPN) SPORrSCENTER 
0*00 
O OJ) ITS MAGIC CHAR- 
LIE BROWN Arwnated Snoopy 
put* on a ekaight-ot hand aahrbi- 
tion for Sha Peanut* gang atlar 
hnrkng a book on magtc at th* b- 
brary  flt) 
09 DOUBLE   TROUBLE Kit* 
and Afcaon   d*cide  lh*y r*  oo*>g 
10 try and gal to know th** Aunt 
Margo a bttta batwr by bia—tg 
her to a speoat weekend ti *> 
BSPN) WINTERWORLO (hi 
0*90 
O OJ AIRWOLF An osd brand 
of Hawka » ret-** aftar 20 yew* 
of rJadkakad gpu*rnm*nt BWrc*. 
then rttystanouafy turns on tha 
Frrm. posmg a dangerous new 
threat 
0J GIMME A BREAK Nearly 
fh* «r*t** Gbtnaiwn pobce force 
succumb* io *n outbreak of food 
POtaonrng so Hal and Addy tajn 
on as temporary cop* 
4V LOVE BOAT A TV commrjr 
ciel producer cast* Judy m a sing 
mg ro-j unaware she can I sing; a 
husband •* attracted to hr* **- 
fangad wrf* s boat fr<*nd ■ 
daughter fears her lather is gat 
Irngsanri* Q 
OJ)      MOVIE      •** Whrte 
Haas 11949) James Cagrwy Ve 
grrwa Mayo A ruthlass krlar turns 
out lo have an Oedrpus compl*i 
(9 GLENN MILLER: A 
MOONLIGHT SERENADE 
forty year* after his rbsappear 
anc* o«*r the (nghsh Channel 
th* band leader associated with 
such American classes as M Th* 
Mood and Chattanooga Choo 
Choo rs p*Nl irrbut* by host Van 
Johnson and guest parformers 
T*i 6*n*ke A*nny Desmond 
Sytwa Syms Anna GrMette and 
JukuslaRosa 
BSPN) USFL FOOTBALL Los 
Angel** Eftprets ai Ari/ona Out 
laws 
930 
09 UNDER ONE ROOF 
IPremr*r*l Three generation* of 
on* famtty including a smgle 
mother and her two loan eg* chd 
dren tlwjre the sam* household 
Stars Mm Kennedy   Ross Ha-..* 
10OO 
O 09 COVER UP Th* «* 
n*nt •■orretion of If** status* of 
■rmrtations on th* oren** of * 
truevmg ino leads Jack and Dam 
to poaa a* a married couple m an 
effort to trap them 
09 HUNTER (Series Returnal 
Rick and Da* Dee ara on th* verge 
Of a breakthrough m tha CakforrHB 
drug trade whan tha* msMtt 
some* rs auddanfy tele—d lo 
Hrsirfy m * New York murder 
caa* (Pan 1 of 21 
09 FINDER OF LOST LOVES 
Cary rs caked upon to locate a 
br.de after aha leave* lb* 
confuaed groom at tha altar Dai- 
sy is asked to hnd th* broch*r of a 
hokxeuat survivor ID i g 
09 MOVIE**') The Black 
B-d 116751 George Segal 
Stephana Aurfean Sam Spada > 
sets out so re sleuth fits father * 
most famous c*a*. mvorvuig a 
atwel arstf uatsd Malbtaa falcon 
strl baavg hunted by warroue ctim»- 
aaj 
(TMa MOVE **** On* 
Fb*w Ovw Tha Cuckoo « N«*t' 
(19751 Jack Nichorson Lour** 
Fkyaehar A gWefuMy .r.vweot 
troublemaker n oorrwtMssd to a 
mental metrtuiron what* ha tners** 
th* other patent* mto Open rebel 
kon agaatal a powarfuf nurse and 
ih* Miabkahad hoaprtal order   R 
11*00 
I NEWS 
I NATIONAL Q 
CITY LIMITS 
Faaturad Jure* Norton I Angel 
of tha Mvnrng. Break ft io Me 
Gentty   |.  Mark Gray I   CHemond* 
nthaOwat.      ft Ami Eaay I 
11x10 
ONEWS 
11:30 
09ABCNEWSQ 
11:30 
O    MOVIE    ***v>      Thay 
Shoot    Horses     Don I    Thay' 
119691 Jan* Fonda   Mrchael Sar 
ratm     A    D*pr**aron-*r*    dance 
marathon rs entered by a young 
coupt* m need of tha proa money 
09 MOVIE ***1     Sbthar 
119731 Jamas Caen   Peter Boyle 
An aa con hnd* hrms*lf brjmg fol 
•owed by two Strange vans whan 
he sola owl to recover a each* of 
loot concealed by hi* former part 
09 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
Host Michael McKaan Musical 
guest Chake Khan I I feel for 
You   I   1*1 
11:36 
09 STAR SEARCH 
11:40 
O THE PRISONER 
12:00 
09 S.WAT 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:30 
BSPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Oiwsron II ChampronsfMp 
bom Sprtftgheid Mass 
(TMCI MOVIE **** The 
Best Years Ql Our Lives 119461 
fredric March  Oana Andrew* 
12:36 
09 SOUL TRAIN 
12 *0 
O WRESTLING 
1:00 
09     NEW     YORK      HOT 
TRACKS V,—o* by Tha Jack 
sons   Bray Ocean   Steve Wonder 
Bray Jo*   Donn* Summer   Carlo* 
d*   Jesus   hosts   bom   6*nney * 
IRI 
09 MOVIE * * * Theatre Of 
Blood M973I V-Kent P.« D-a 
naRigg 
1:30 
09 AFRICA; CONTINENT IN 
CRISIS 
1:40 
09 HOUSE CALLS 
M0 
O MOVIE*-*' Love Hat* 
Love    (16701 Ry*n 0 Noel P*t*r 
Haekea 
2:30 
09 09 NEWS 
BSPNL SPORTSCENTER 
3:0O 
BSPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
World  freestyle  my.iet.on*l  bom 
Breckenridge  CofO  Ml 
SUNDAY 
MARCH 24. IBM 
■ II 
8 •■as 
I HAl 
AUSTIN 
MOTH—10 
SrM 
0 • SUNDAY MORNING 
ScMuM M Moyx m<*M 
Jmrm Imm* ovri ngnu toMtai 
*lio louidM 0M Con9M« ol »• 
ONEVMBIV 
1 CASTING OUT 
I TOllDO SINGS OOSMl 
IW0BLO TOMOmOW 
I KSAMC STRMT IRI Q I! 
SD. JAMES KENNEDY 
MISTER ROGERS (R) 
(TMC,   MOVE   **Y)      Cm*. 
ran'    11631) R«hard On.   ban* 
Dunne 
6:30 
O THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
0    BABE    WINKELMAN'S 
GOOO FISHING 
S KENNETH COPELANO 
VELVETEEN RABBIT An. 
mated Meryl Str**p narrate* thra 
tats of a >a*vaiaan bunny, trans 
lormed by a Mil* boy's KM* mto a 
real rabbit 
10*00 
O WESTERN GARDENER 
0J DAY OF DISCOVERY 
® NOVA 
fflEMERGENCY 
OJ    LIVING    LIFE     FULLY 
WITH   LEO BUSCAOLIA D- 
Leo Buscagka dssnan an upafnng 
tab   on  th*  importance  of  living 
each day to its luHesi 
10:30 
O NORTH COAST MAGA- 
ZINE 
O PERFORMANCE 
09 ONE ON ONE 
OJ ORAL ROBERTS 
09 ST ARCADE 
(ESPN) FISHIN   HOLE (R) 
11O0 
Q TAXATION    66 
09 COMMENT 
09   WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
09 KIOS INCORPORATED 
ID THE LIVING PLANET: A 
PORTRAIT OF THE EARTH 
ffi WRESTLING 
•E6PNI     BUSINESS    TIMES 
MANAGEMENT REPORT Up 
to data  business  irdormation for 
managers    incluchng strategy    it 
sues   technology and a raww of 
Wal Street actrvdaiB   IRI 
Hi IB 
09 SURVIVAL R>chard Kaay 
narr*t*s thr* study of Ih* rnrgra 
lion of On* mrlkon white eared 
kob antelope across the 6om* 
plain* ol th* Sudan and tha hunt 
mg l'rb*s who** kvas are gov 
erned by  th* hard*   movement* 
Q 
11 30 
09 0J FACE THE NATION 
! AROUND TOWN 
SUNDAY MASS 
09 THIS WEEK WITH DA- 
VfO BRINKLEY 
(TMCI MOVK   ****    Gan 
dh.     M962I  Ban  Kmgaley    Can 
drc* Bergen 
AmfHIOON 
12:00 
O JEFFERSONS 
09   MEETTNO   PLACE   From 
Kaneta.   Orn      the   Rev     John 
Bennwmen     Trmrty   Praabytanan 
Charch 
OJ WkLD KINGDOM Jen 
Fowler and Marbn Parkma coaact 
ananas* on an aapadnion to An 
/one * Sonora Ooaari 
09 NIOH SCHOOL QUIZ Da- 
WbraaV* Gano* 
fNEW TECH TIMES 
FAME  A brutal  snowstorm 
trap* teachers and students avarda 
the school 
09   NOVA   A   survey   of   Wyo 
. mmg'i   wddafe.   focuaavg  on   tha 
breeding migration and survrvM 
patterns  of  tha  Rocky  Mountam 
lb g 
B6PN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:30 
OS     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
8 STAR TREK 
MEET THE PRESS 
« ON LOCATION 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLO 
fESPN. NFL SU«R*TTARS 
Profiles of Paul Brown and Norm 
Van6rocfcfcn  PR) 
1(00 
O COUNTRY CANADA 
0J WAL TONS 
09 COMMUNITY CLOSE UP 
m   GALA   OF   STARS    66 
from   th*   Brooklyn  Academy   of 
MUSK   a salute to Ih* parlor mmg 
arts  with  boat  6*v*rfy  Sras  and 
muarc     drector     Jama*    Levme 
Among scheduled parformers   Lu 
ka* f oss   Dfok Hymen   Ckm Lane 
and    John    Denkworth     Robwi 
Marral   i*ona>d Pannarn. Ke. Te 
Kanawa    and   rtyarnbera   of   fh* 
Twyf* Iharp dance group 
OJMOVfE***'      TheP* 
aaaa Vww   119741 Warren Baat 
ty Paula Premiss 
B-BPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
Woman s     gwjni      slalom     bom 
Watervale Vaaay N M |R| 
ISO 
09   09   COLLEGE   BASKET- 
BALL National Champ-jnsfvp re 
gjonal level 
O  HYMN  SING Selection* m 
cU.de       Jasus    Loves    Me 
There s  a  Great   Day  Commg 
There Is a Happy Land. '     Take 
Terra   to   Be   Holy Ontrl   the 
Sheetow* Lengthen 
09 BIG BUD SHOOTOUT 
Eight of the baat funny car drwers 
m the U S compese at an akmrna 
lion style competition lor 
125 000 m cash Nrom bwjyjnapo- 
bs ind I 
•JOO 
I SPORTSWIEKE NO 
IFIBH 
I EBERT AND SISKEL IF 
WE PICKED THE OSCARS 
14m critic* Rogar E bart and Gene 
Srakal announca thaw sanctions 
lor th* Academy Aseard* 
09 GLENN MBXER: A 
MOONLIGHT SERENADE 
Forty years after has oYaappear 
enc* OV*r the f-ngbah Channel 
th* band ksadar aaaociatiri wrth 
•uch American daaarca as m Tha 
Mood' and 'Chattanooga Choo 
Choo" is paid frrbute by hoai Van 
Johnson and quasi parformars 
Ta* Banaha. Johnny Desmond 
Syhrta Syma Anna GaaMS* and 
Jubua LaReaa 
2:30 
09   PGA   GOLF Panaaotw La* 
snaf hnaf round awe 
:• 
*iaga ParforrraavoBa by Atvacam. 
Bobby and Ebana. Am Duncan 
Henry Cueaia and Am Robert* 
ran 2 of 2) 
09 MOVIE *** Tha Long 
Riders 119*01 Jamas and Stacy 
Kaach. Dawd and Kanh CanaeV** 
(TMCI MOVIE ft**'? 
Wmga (19271 Clera Bow 
Oiarfaa   6uddy   Rogars 
3:30 
09 09   COLLEGE   BASKET 
BALL National Champ-tnshrp re- 
gional hnal 
•jaBjO 
09 MOV-E * ft ft ',     Tha Baj 
Sleep     M946I Humphrey Bogart 
Lauren BacaN 
Q) MOVIE ***') Eaasar 
Pared* (1046) Judy Garland 
I red Asia** 
09 GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Judy Garland Th* 
Concert Year*" Lama luft boats 
*■* ievww ol Ih* siar-s conceit 
and ssla.isron p*rfc*manca* m the 
SO* and 60* krAed wnh renwi 
iscence* by Tony 6ennelt Alan 
Kmg Raa Raad. Stephen Horde., 
Mak—a Manchester and r*af*on 
BjajBj 
4:30 
09 *»ORT*WOFILD Schod 
ulad Superstars A held of tan 
19B4 Olympram mcruckng akwr 
Ph. Mahre and boaar Mark Bre 
land, compete for berths m she 
CTiarnpaonahrp round bom Kay 
6rscayne   fie 
BOO 
QCBC NEWS 
09 LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS Rot-, 
leach miervwws bkjokay Mantle 
Robarl Vaughn Bobby Vetton and 
Fame* Wyrnore (lynn wssbtw *f 
frrolltynn  IRI 
6 30 
0 LOST KINGOOMS A pro- 
fa* ol Tuarfta Ja Alar Ova Vrcaroy 
01 Maksys** who enroys ardstasl 
rmmunrty hea the rrgSyi lo pardon 
or corvdamn to death and ra **• 
empt bom a* tears* 
BSPN)      SKIING     Peugeot      ' 
b>.dg*eione Ftp Cbasatc (Rl 
(TMCI  MOVIE  ft* ft ■»     Char. 
ol* Of Fa* ' (I6S1I Ban Croaa 
lanChartaaon 
EVEMNG 
Ve. 
bom Las Vagaa INav I Caunsty 
Chrb 
BSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Charfc* Whit* Lej*rinrng Brown 
v* Harold Brataar at • ww *>*> 
frwwghi basal aoh**s*ail for 10 
round*, bom Aslant* City. N J 
Ml 
OJM 
09 ON TOUR WITH LAW- 
RENCE WELK A centmuaoon 
ol Lawrence Waft's US tour 
both behmd aha aoana* and on 
waoWa e*ncn*Bv at rvnl Crajland 
ttwt at a haven for ovw 600 wdd 
enrmete. many born i 
09 STAR TREK 
0J        RODQERS        ANO 
HAMMERSTEIN: THE 
SOUND OP AMERICAN 
MUSIC A **Ms* IS the Warn 
thai craasad such Breadway has 
m Th* Sound Of Muatc and 
South    Pacrhc        f***unn|    fam 
. Shatary   Jones    AJbed  Dteke    Ywl 
Hairways 
(formerly RomJSu) 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS' 
DIANN 
SHERRY 
DONNA 
WliE.Wao.ter 
STADIUM PLAZA 
DEBBIE 
JUDY 
BEV 
-She's new 
o 352-8459 
HUTCH 
. -~w~ -vvs- J 
I Oil t S* * ■■—■> Onm 0M 4MOT 
•2 for loo Assorted Tropical Fish 
•FREE PARAKEET with the pwcluie of • 
•tarter kit $39.99 
•WE HAVE EASTER BUNNIES 
•PUPPIES 
•BABYrJUCluUNGSTOBEINSOON 
GmiiiWimmim"**"***** 
^ 
^hiuirrluuiBr 
WEEKEND 
SPECIAL 
PHONE 
353-1045 
4M E. Wooster 
Friendship Bouquets 
$3.50 
Cash & Carry 
a. ii 15 
Brynner Gordon Mar flea and 
compassII Marhn Gharrwi I An- 
na I and Andrew Lloyd Wobber 
l Can I Mer> Marbn hosts 
■BEN) POCKET BLLLARDS 
Caaaara Tawoa Oamc. aano i h 
net trom lake Tanoa. Nav (RI 
• 30 
0 CSS NEWS 
B HOTLINE 
wfNSC NEWS 
7:00 
O Si BO MINUTES 
O   FRAGGLE    MOCK   Boob* 
■ai* owl   10 hnd  plant*   that  w* 
heal lee «tnands Q 
• SILVER SPOONS Re* 
worrws that ha may ba loo ugly 
to data iha gel with whom ha • 
baan commurtcatmg by comput 
or 
8) RIPLEY'S SELIEVE IT OP 
NOT! featured a man create* 
art by throwesg pawn erto the •■• 
heuti of a art kner: how a skiA 
c elector founded modam braes 
surgery itate of iha an aya pro 
cedures thai alow iha band to aaa 
by compute' (Kl Q 
■ SHARING WITH LEO 
■USCAGL1A Lao Buecogka an 
•wara Question* and there* <daaa 
about paraonal worth 
B FAME Mr Mortoch aparta 
•uperttnion whan ha cause* iha 
caai to behave that the* produc- 
tion haa baan heied 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O BEACHCOMBERS Wh-e 
nvesngetng Iha landing of an 
efcsn ap-aoaorafi itranga ttsngs 
nan hepperwtg to Nick and Con 
♦table John tPert t olJIQ 
B PUNKY BREWSTER 
Punky aacapaa from iha Chechen a 
shelter and Hanry goes lo court 
to obt«n custody (Par) 3 of 3) 
IR> 
746 
(TWO   THE   MOVIE   CHAN- 
NEL 2ND ANNUAL ACADE- 
MY     AWARD     PREVIEW 
SHOW 
S:00 
Q 0 MUROER. SHE 
WROTE Jssercs tieveit to San 
frencrsco whara aha aiiampia to 
ciaar a bndagtoom to be of a 
ntghictub ownar a mwrdar (Rl 
O SEEING THINGS Loses 
goaa undercover aa an explosive* 
• ■peri whan ha *■■>• Iha poMa m 
an investigation of a group ol «• 
ior national iherves Q 
(D KNIGHT RIDER Q 
B   LIFE'S   MOST   EMBAR- 
RASStNG   MOMENTS Stove 
Alan hoaia iha Mundara of cekeb- 
nhe*   mtkMftng   Panny    Marahal 
Cindy Wekem* Sana Daw* 0*fc 
Cavati and Mr   T   (Rl Q 
B MOVIE * * ft    iha Robe 
119631 Rcherd Burton   Jaan S-n 
mm   A phyaicaly and emotion 
aey dtiartoratad Roman tnbune r* 
ardarad to execute Ihraa aen*ujh) 
B PUTTlN ON THE HITS 
L« lynched ranch font ol Jungle 
love. l*e A v-gm G>ier 
/an America        Sofed"   and 
Mama We re A* Oary Now 
B GALA OF STARS SB 
fiom Iha Brooklyn Academy ol 
MUM a salute to me pertarnwtg 
am with hoat Beverly SAe ersc1 
muu    deector    Jamea   Levme 
Among acheduled performer* Lu- 
te* Foss. OK* Hyman. CJso Lane 
and John Denhwortn Roben 
Marr*. Leonard Pannano Kei Ta 
Kenewa and mambara o> the 
TwyH Tnarp dance group 
CSPN) COLLEGE BASEBALL 
MmuMwv 
miKi MOVIE • #•>* "Terms 
01 EndMrmem II9831 Shelay 
Meda-w Debra Winger Jama* 
L Brooks a chrorade of the 30 
year evolution ol the comptea bui 
tovetg reietewalMp between a 
mother and her independent 
daughter   PC g 
MO 
B    TALES     FROM     THE 
DARK SIDE    A    booker    ban 
•garnet hta own Ma with a gam 
btar laiurned hum the dead 
BOO 
• B CRAZY LIKE A FOX 
Harry teame up with a German 
shepherd to smash a chug lief 
hckngmg 
O WAYNE B SCHUSTER 
COMEDY SPECIAL The tome 
o\ team preaenit a aanea of reny 
•ketches mctudng t-li on Chert 
Inepector Jean Lowa Latayetta of 
tha Pert* Haute Couture Brigade 
Famous Blooper* m hesiory and 
the Ooomtday Propheta 
B HALF NELSON iPremrere) 
When former New Vora City cop - 
and aapexg acMr Rocky Nekton 
•tea a HokVwood acieen ten be 
cauee he a too ahort ha become* 
a private detective with a Beverly 
Men agency that protect* cetebn 
ta» Star* Joe Peaci Vctona 
Jackaon Fred Wdtameon Q 
C MOVIE Cakforrea Geti 
iPremrere) Robby Benaon Martha 
Langfejy Entved by the enage ol 
tha CaMorn* Weaiyta a bored 
New Jeraey auto mecharec haada 
•or iha Weat Corn to letd a new 
and eictmg We Q 
• TWILIGHT ZONE 
9:30 
© WASHINGTON REPORT 
10:00 
B    ID    TRAPPER    JOHN. 
M.D. Trapper   J T and the hoe 
pital are aued for rvagfcgenco by 
Iha  perenii   of   a   young   athlete 
who  died  of  enamel bfaerkng  m 
aorta of effort* to aave hem 
O LAWYERS The goekt and 
tkeem* of thoee erai anianng the 
often merceMa held ol law are 
contraated   wrth   thoee   who   are 
leaving the profeeeam Q 
©   NBA   BASKETBALL Do 
hOrt    P.*ton*     at    Lo*    AngakM 
later* 
10:30 
(TMCI MOVIE **** Gen 
dh. (I9B3> Bon Ketgaktv Can 
ckce Bergen Richard Anenbor- 
Ough ■ ape tracmg the Me of 
Mohandas K Gandhi from hta 
earty career ea a lawyer through 
tw* demon*tratrona of paaarve re- 
aratance to gam independence for 
ind*   PG Q 
11:00 
QBOI NEWS 
D NATIONAL i   The Natron a 
iuame**    wA 'oaow IQ 
t9 MONTY PYTHONS FLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
(CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:20 
SNEWSFINAL 
ABC NEWS qj 
11:30 
• AT THE MOVIES Sched 
uk*d Roger Ebon and Gene Sreaet 
rewaw 'Meek." 'The Last Ore- 
gon    and    Baby 
• MOVIE **V, The Court 
Jaakar" (IBM) Denny Have 
Gfyrea Johne A cecw* clown 
maota adventure whan he jome up 
wrth outlaw* trytng to overthrow 
a tyrant kmg 
0 ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK Feetured Jacouakne Bw 
eat 
■ ULTIMATE CHALLENGE 
A documentary racountng Iha an 
durance and courage Aepuryed by 
competitor* m the Ch«*enge 
Around Ihe World a rene-month 
2 7 000 mee yechi race 
11:3B 
S)    LIFESTYLES    Of    THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
11:46 
O MOVIE * * '» One Deedty 
Owner' (IB74) Donna Men 
Jeremy Brett A woman purchee 
e* an eapenaive used car which 
appear* to operate under it* own 
ejtMBi 
12 OO 
O ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK Feetured   Jocouefcn* B.* 
eat 
KSPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
Women * slalom from Waterville 
Vafkyy N H IRI 
MARCH 21, 1BS6 
6:O0 
O aSS NEWS 
B $100,000 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
•B     MACNEK.      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
ffi DIFF RENT STROKES 
(S ADAM SMITHS MONEY 
WORLD 
(TMCI   MOVIE   **     Jmmed- 
119821 BeiteMidkw Ken Wehl A 
anger    tefki    an   unlucky    reamo 
dealer mio hefpevg her do away 
with her obnoiioua boyfiond    R 
6:30 
OB CBS NEWS 
B NBC NEWS 
ff) ABC NEWS CJ 
SB HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
B BUSINESS REPORT 
HSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
>«oo 
B    B    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT    Faeiured     Jama* 
Stewart 
0 SHELLEY 
B WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
B DUKES OF HAZZAAO 
©BUSINESS REPORT 
0M-A*S»H 
B    MACNEK    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:90 
B   P M     MAGAZINE   Meet 
Northaoat Ohio • lop three track- 
era: former preea eecreiary Jemei 
Brady 
8 VENTURE 
FAMIY FEUO 
I TAXI 
WKO   WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
B THREE'S COMPANY 
BISPNI   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL REPORT 
B:0O 
B B SCARECROW ANO 
MRS. KING An undercover 
agent meeojuetecfcng aa Amanda ■* 
murdered leavetg Amanda angry 
about her own pubeahed obrtuary 
and (he Agency concerned about 
ha* aefetv 
B HANGIN   IN M*e counae** 
a    teen egar   who   drakkee   the 
woman   her   lather   >«   detmg 
Kaee   Webater  must  deal  wrth a 
get who doaan t want to leave the 
comre mig 
B     MOVIE     * * ')        Every 
Wtwjh Way But Loose (19781 
Cknt Eastwood Sondre Locke A 
iwo lined trucker and hr* orengu 
ten companion take off m puriul 
of a pretty country western *mg 
er   'Hi : j 
B BARBARA WALTERS 
Guest* Boy George NeO CHI 
mond and Barbara Mandiel Q 
B ALL CREATURES GREAT 
ANO SMALL II 
© MOVIE #S> Welcome 
Home Sokker Boys U9721 Joe 
Don Baker Paul Koslo four Viei 
nem veterani try lo raadiuSt too 
vwen Me but the* war experience 
■eada them to worence 
B WONDERWORKS Juai 
An Ovsrreghi Guest Roaeknd 
Cash Rrchard Houndtree and f b 
nor Donahue aler n thia story of a 
gel who battle* peetousy when her 
parent* take n en abandoned 
chdd end The Cap the itary ol 
a boy who a angry at hr* lather 
'or being unemp* yd CJ 
■SPNI SUPERSOUTS OF 
THE BO'S Roberto Duren v* 
Sugar Ray Leonard IRI 
fTMO MOVIE * * * 6.N Co* 
by hWnasif I19B2) 6- Cosby 
The comedian look* at ever,day 
leuli* and tables end performs hr* 
'amous characieriration*    PG 
8 30 
B OANGEH BAY The Beck 
brother* are accused of satmon 
poaching whee Jonah •* taken 
hostage by the reef perpetrators 
(Rl 
BOO 
a B KATE B ALLIE Whan 
Kate and Abe hnd en ok) love let 
ter hidden over the* feepwjce 
ihey try to rekncle a 60-yoar-Otd 
ureecMtad romance IRI 
B HARRY JEROME'S 
AWARDS SPECIAL Emory 
Barnes MLA British Columbia n 
a keynote speaker for the gets 
awards dnnar 
B ACADEMY AWARDS 
Jack Lammon host* The 57th en 
nuaf award ceremonw* hve horn 
the Dorothy Chancier PavAon at 
LOB    Angeie*      ' Amadeua 
Places n the Heart. Ths KM 
ngFeAd*. A Psaaaga to Inosa 
and A Sokker » Story are nomi- 
nated tor  beat  picture  of   1984 
& AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE Famey Buamas* Me 
ton Berle liar* -i tn.» dram* 
about a temwujey el man who da 
crdss lo attar tea wal and csta he) 
four sons together to announce 
■he Changs IRI g 
BSPN, USFL FOXTTSALLSan 
Antonro   Gynskngara   at   Denver 
Gold 
MO 
B B NEWHART On hra way 
to ihe baaketbsl gems of tha 
veer Drck is arrested la Stephan- 
ei a unpaid campus parking tick 
ets   IRI 
B   REACH   FOR   THE   TOP 
Herman v*  Kennedy 
10:00 
B   B   CAONEY B   LACEY 
When Mary Beth goes undercover 
as a cobbst on a murder aweairge 
non    her  son  Michael   overcome 
with    fear   tor    her    safety     runs 
ewav (Rl 
O NATIONAL   / JOURNAL 
©NEWS 
(TMC. MOVIE *#'J TheOc 
tagon M9B0I Chuck Nom* Lee 
Vm Cksef A wealthy young worn 
en hees a retired marnat arts 
champion lo protect her horn tar 
ron*l* trained by Ihe mysierrou* 
Nn,ecu1t   R 
10:30 
B ALL TOGETHER NOW A 
ntKkdk* aged  couple   prepared   to 
•nioy      thee     reieement     musi 
thange Ihe* pien* when thee chl 
dien end an elderly m law move n 
with   them   Start Barbara Barrel 
Pelw M-cheel Goal/   (Rl 
B a WRITERS WRITING 
Anno OunOVn of  The New York 
Tenes  and two  hrgti  school  *tu 
denis era observed as they coSeci 
mlormation   tor   stories   about   a 
New York neighborhood g 
© ODD COUPLE 
11 CO 
O O B B NEWS 
ffi WILD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
B WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
B CROP GAME 
11:36 
B MOVIE •>    Caiman Of Par 
■*    119461 Carl Esmond   Adafe 
Mara    The mysterious Caiman «. 
the   prime   suspect   m   a   murder 
11.30 
B TAXI 
a SIMON B SIMON Altar an 
emmaf tender i* kiled by a son 
A J and Rick go undercover e* 
rao worker* io investigate (Rl 
B REST Of CARSON Moat 
Johnny Carson Guest* Ton Gen 
Pete Batbutti Mrcheei Murphy 
Ml 
B a LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA Scheduled editor m chwf of 
Sovwl Lite mageiine author R<h 
aid lamparski I What Ever Map 
penedto ' I 
B SANFORD AND SON 
1 1:46 
(TMCI MOVIE * * * > 
Splash (1964) Tom Hanks 
Darri Hannah A New York beche 
kr without much success ei love 
taSs lor a beautiful gel who literal 
ly washes up on shore, unaware 
at lesi that she a the marma>d he 
save ss a chad   PG 
12:00 
B     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
I NEWS 
THREE STOOGES 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:30 
B LATE NIGHT WITH OA- 
VIOLETTERMAN ' 
B ABC NEWS NK3HTLINE 
<* 
\° **T Fa? 
* & 
WEEKLY SPECIAL! 
Daisies in a Vase $7.50 
CASH & CARRY 
I 353-83W    906 Napoleon Rd. 
Q    j*to, Ofc. —^>TW>M*—'    ) 
"The Salon Of The Future" 
rOaa*MAre>«MMMM 
VTL 
All NEW 
JUST FOR YOU 
Hair Ofj>iiijns) - *»W6Mai«»YHiva 
Martairot   P»dicur»* - hjciob 
Moits) Up Dfjmo, - BfppjPt. t Mmtadm OBiigRi 
Fociot WoKlnt - BYfRVow ArdkWkg 
Rys>i»hwEyobftvyv Timing 
tTawtMrtfk rtolrcoforlRg - 5tK>H^iN»nff-B 
PsnBsSRfinl Wovlog - Itocon*Ikoning 
VVfiP«Ss1B4MfJB%.RYv« 
(ESPN) USFL FOOTBALL San 
Antonro Gunskngara at Oonver 
Goad IRI 
12 *0 
B MCMILLAN B WIFE A 
close hiend of Ihe McMAans « 
murdered at a maacajorede ball 
leeckngMec and Sstty lo make m 
quMwa of thee Olhar fr«nda   IRI 
IrOO 
B HAWAII FIVE  O 
B JIMMY SWAGGART 
©  MOVIE   * *     A Stranger  Is 
Watching    (1982) R« Torn   Kate 
Mutgiew 
TUESDAV 
MARCH 2B. 1BBB 
BOO 
aaa NEWS 
6 S lOO.OOO NAME THAT 
TUNE 
B    MACNEK    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
B DIFF RENT STROKES 
® ROO ANO REEL 
(TMC)   MOVIE   *B     The One. 
And Only    IIBTB) Hanry Wmkler 
Kim   Darby     A   mufit   urujbk*   lo 
lucceed  m  any conventional  leva 
of work decides 10 don a pfaiesum 
w^j    and    become    ihe    workfi 
flashwsi wreatke   PG 
6:30 
8 B CBS NEWS 
B NBC NEWS 
B ABC NEWS (J 
a HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
B BUSINESS REPORT 
IESPN)     WORLD     CLASS 
WOMEN (R) 
7:00 
O    B    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Feetured   backstage 
ai the Academy Awards 
OCITYSCAPES 
S WHEEL O" FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
CD BUSINESS REPORT 
IM*A#S'H 
MACNEK    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
B   PM.    MAGAZINE   Meet 
some men who ere auctioning off 
thee   beard*   and muatachss.   R<- 
cerdo     Montalban       ceramic* 
^te  psychrc town 
GEORGE B MILDRED 
B FAMILY FEUD 
STAXI 
WILD. WKD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
B THREE'S COMPANY 
CSPN) NUMERO UNO A pro 
Me   of   Murray Rose   Austrafcen 
■wenmsr  A) 
BOO 
B B MOVIE Anno Karen. 
AS IPrswHsrel Jacouefcne Breset 
Christopher Reeve In late 19th 
century Russia a woman dahes 
social convention* and engages m 
e pessanote though uftenassfy 
nagrc love effae with a Oeeh-ng 
mabtary oMcsr Adapted from Lao 
Tceetoy s novel Q 
B THE FIFTH ESTATE Hsrvj 
Garsner kooka at lanssiceam among 
SAFR ■ l 
I right* 
groups 
B A TE AM B A rsanrebef and 
cohorts rnhhrste an auto factory 
where they bwAd an ewoeome 
macheva desrgnad lo capture a 
gang of ruthless auto pert* 
IRIQ 
I ICAN DROUGHT 
I NOVA An eiptorehon of 
■he mvsiar«u* Bermuda Triangle 
an area off the coest of Fior.de 
where thousand* of steps plane* 
and people have cksappeared   N 
B MOVIE * * '1 The Chad 
Steaksr M9»9i Beau Bridges 
BUM Brown A dxrorced mother 
set* Out ei search of her two 
young daughter* who have been 
kidnapped by her e* husband 
KSPN) SWIMMING ANO 
DIVING NCAA Onesron I Worn 
en* Champion*nips from Tus 
catoosa Ala 
fTMC) MOVIE •*•■> Tha Op 
t-n..i. (19731 Petsr Seeer* 
Donne Mulane A Londoner and 
lea dog bsfrond a pee of unloved 
Chechen    PG 
• 30 
B    WHO'S    THE     BOSS? 
Angela  n  tunou*  whan she real 
•res that Mona is dafng a young 
coeega man   IRIQ 
BOO 
O WAYNE  AND SHUSTER 
(R»q 
B RIPTIDE Cody N«a and B01 
go undercover n ihe Amy to as 
*r*l a ledsral inve*tiget-x> of thee 
lormer Vieinam commander 
who * suspected of drug smug 
skM 
S MACGRUOER 4V LOUD A 
court order provides Mile help lo 
Malcolm and Jenny aa they try 10 
cope with a watou* man who s 
hsrassesg has e> wA* [ j 
tB a FRONTLINE A group 
from a smal town m Iowa who 
as cheoten pamevated ei an a* 
psranent about prejuefcee 20 years 
ago rkscus* Ihse feoknga at a re 
ureon CJ 
BrM 
Q   REACH   FOR   THE   TOP 
Btennen vt  Kennedy 
10:00 
O NATIONAL / AOURNAL 
B REMINGTON STEELE 
Laura a plans lor a romantc vace 
Iron with Sfeekf on the French 
Rrnera ceeckly change whan he 
becomss ths quarry of a trio of 
oeatfv itwef rtesves IRI 
B MOONLIGHTING 
B AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Featured Larry Gstkn and ths 
Getkn Brother* I Houston 10 Den 
re AI Ihe Gold n Caatorme  I 
Nan.. Cyerrth ( last of ths True 
Bekevsr* Once n e Very Blue 
Moon  ) 
B NEWS 
B FRONTLINE The Mmd Ol 
A Murderer Kenneth Bench, 
conweted mast murderer who 
was one of two men mvorvsd m 
ths Los Angeles HAs.de S«angfar 
case is proteed IPari 1 of 21Q 
(ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
Women's super gvant itafprn from 
Bornvo  Hafy 
tTMO MOVIE * * * * Fanny 
And Aksaandsr II9S3I PemAa 
AKwn Barta Guvs Two Chechen 
at a ttvaaincel lemey loee ttiee 
hvery snasyment of Me wftsn thse 
; mother mar. wa a tMhop    R 
L 3SMtW tW'ff^.SJaln-M. 
16 M. II 
HMO 
0 SUCCESS IN AMERICA 
11:O0 
© WILD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
ffi WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
11:36 
O MOVIE ***'■. Tha Lost 
Moment M947I Hobe*i Cumm 
irtgs Agnet Moo* ahead A pub 
tisher travels IO Maty m search of 
torn* ""img low notes belong 
mg to a *»"lnow(i avrifer 
11:30 
QTAXI 
• FALL GUV COR ami How- 
heve more then a btttt difficult, 
irymg to laplure a bed jumper 
•■rho KM bMcm the ■■• o* ■ 
wonwttirtmtHogiNni IRl 
0 TONIGHT HMI Johnny 
Carson 
ffl ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
GD  (D   LATENIGHT  AMERI- 
CA   Scheduled    author   NIIMKI 
Joselowii/1   You '• the Boas I 
ffi SANFORD AND SON 
«SPN) SPOftTSCENTER 
12:00 
O     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
fflBJ/lOBO 
© THREE STOOGES 
ttSPNl SPORTSLOOK (R> 
12:30 
CD LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN 
(ESPNI RINGSIDE REVIEW 
1240 
CD   COLOMBO Ccriumbo tut 
pacts   a   plant   collector   IRey   Mil 
i and I o) murdering rut napheer IO 
gem access IO a trust fund (R) 
1:00 
O HAWAII FIVE-O 
CD JIMMY SWAGGART 
Q3 MOVIE   * * *     Romance In 
Manhattan    (19341 Ginger Rog 
eta Franco lada>*> 
(ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
Woman s     giant      slalom     from 
W3tw»ni# VeMey   NH   IRl 
1:16 
(TMC1 MOVIE   **     lipoiM 
H983I Neatessia Knsk. Ha>v«v 
MMM 
1:30 
CD NEWS 
2 OO 
O CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
CD NEWS 
2 30 
0J CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
(CSPfO SPORTSCENTER 
WEONCSOAY 
MARCH |7,  1MB 
B:00 
O 09 03 NEWS 
CD S1OO.OO0 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
CD    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
Q3 DIFF  RENT STROKES 
03   LAP   QUILTING   Qu.it.oy 
*.th danim 
lESPNIFISHIN' HOLE 
IN 
O B CBS NEWS 
09 NBC NEWS 
69 ABC NEWS Q 
09 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
9 BUSINESS REPORT 
•ESPN) BPORTSLOOK 
(TMCl MOVIE   •*    Operation 
K-l Brother    119671   Nad Con 
nary    Oamala   Bianci*    An   at 
. -:.«unal attempts io unbalanca 
the avorld aconomy  by cornermg 
the gold ma>*at 
7:00 
O    CD    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT I aaiuxtd   Genae Iran 
O NEVER THE TWAIN 
CD WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
S DUKES OF HAZZARD 
GD BUSINESS REPORT 
03 M-A-S'H 
O    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7 30 
O    P.M.     MAGAZINE    Meat 
Tan  Byiend    Cleveland s     Won 
rta> Woman      backstage with me 
national     touting     company    o* 
Cats laugh reunion 
Q ROBIN S NEST 
0 FAMILY FEUD 
•9 TAXI 
CD WILD. WHO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
© THREE'S COMPANY 
IESPN)      INSIOE      THE      PGA 
TOUR 
BOO 
0 Q MOVIE A Stammer lo 
Remember (Prerrwarel      Jamas 
1 a* en t mo less Harper Utatg 
vgn language a deal boy com 
muntiatet *rrth a itemed orangu 
tan and establishes a unaoue and 
kn.ng lelatronthp with the am 
maig 
O PLANET FOR THE TAK- 
ING Host Dand Su/uki tafti with 
tome ol the world t most cere 
breied thmkart about man s 
place and that ol sc-anco and 
technology m tha compkaa tiama 
won of Me on earth Q 
CO   HIGHWAY   TO   HEAVEN 
& FALL GUY A group ol 
rowdy (raiernttv btothars kidnaps 
a bar! jumpe> scheduled to be a 
kay witness n a Inat >nvorv«ng tha 
mob  (Rig 
• fi LIVE FROM THE MET 
losta Hadegard Betvent PU 
cdo Oommgo Cornel MacNH 
and Halo lain Star m Pucctna s op 
a>a Gavtappe Sanopoki makes hrs 
Met debut as conductor 
09 MOVIE * ft * To Sa Wth 
Lova 119671 Sidney Poorer Judy 
Gees on A black man teaches his 
students more than what the 
laitboots have io oNer alter ec 
capt.ng a rob m an East End Ion 
don school 
IESPHI TOP RANK BOXING 
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY 
TOURNAMENT 
8:30 
(TMCI MOVIE * ft    Charjch 6 
*Chongi   St*   Smokm (19B3) 
Richard Marm Tommy Chong 
Tha coma; duo livens up a poorly 
attended Dutch Mm festival    R 
9 0O 
O MARKET PLACE Employ 
•as   ayho   pubfecty   eipose   iMagal 
and unethrcal conduct by then 
corporate bosses drfhcultHW n 
votved at the rep err ol un-t body 
cart 
0 FACTS OF LIFE Q 
09 DYNASTY A powerful 
storm prevents Jetl horn locating 
the downed plane carrying fleet a 
and Blake Jetl makes contingen- 
cy plant at Denver Can mgton 
Amanda t unpredictable behavior 
putt ha* future m raopardy CJ 
•ESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Jesse f i*guson vt Rachat Scott .n 
a haavywetghl bout schedutad lor 
mght   (oundt    kye   horn   Atlantic 
City   N J 
• 30 
O MAN ALIVE A .apart on the 
people ol the Marshal Islands 
who sutler trom rerJtatron tick 
nets and the deepen of forced e ■ 
ea m the aftermath of nuclear 
bomb tailing  g 
09 SARA Rcuafyn betiavas that 
Sara it m a blue ha* so she plans 
a special ?'thbathdev caksbra 
lion lor her co worker 
10:00 
Q • C6S REPORTS Tha 
f-li 01 Lrle Cortespondeni B* 
Kuttn anchors trm, lapori on peo 
pre and problems mvolved m or 
gan trenipleni eflortt including 
mtervatwt with (ecrpejnls donors 
and doctors 
Q  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
Mi    ST.    ELSEWHERE   Aua 
chlander s  wde  undargoet open 
haarl  suayeiy   a mwi cUamaug io 
be the Mess^h <s found narfctd lo 
a   ciott    Westphall    Oaag   and 
Auschlandar   visit   tha      Cheers 
bar 
flD HOTEL CP 
03 NEWS 
(TMCI   MOV*   •* h      Baby 
Us   You     119631   Rotanna   Ar 
quette    Vincent   Spano    A  tough 
ttaben street kid has a tocky and 
unkkely  lomance   with   a   lefinad 
•vgh school honor student    R 
10 30 
03 ODD COUPLE 
11 CO 
O O 09 09 09 NEWS 
Gj) WHO. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
09 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
O ART BEAT 
11:26 
O MOVIE ** The Money 
Jungle 119661 John Encton 
lola AJbraghl An mvetlagator is 
prettad mto servica to gat io tha 
bottom ol a tenet of keangt m 
votving gaotognit aasocaie.1 wilh 
maroi orl comparvai 
11:00 
ITAXI 
MAGNUM. P.I. Magnum 
happens io be a double lor the 
murdered tier of a rnovrt beang 
made at Roban t Natt Ifll 
• TONKJHT Host Johnny 
Carton 
9 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
O 09 LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Scheduksd   Weth-igton pno 
logtephar Machaal Event 
03 SANFORO AND SON 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12 OO 
O STREETS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
OS • J / Loeo 
09 THREE STOOGES 
■SPM) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
fTMCI   MOVIE   ft***     One 
(lew   Over   The  Cuckoos   Nest 
119751    Jack    Nicholson     louate 
flat char 
12 SO 
0 LATE   NIGHT WITH  DA 
VIO LETTERMAN 
«9PN)FISHIN' HOLE (R) 
12:60 
09    MOVIE    ft* Tha   A. 
rangamant    1196 9 IK rt Douglas 
'aye Duneway 
1:00 
O HAWAII FIVE-O 
09 JIMMY SWAGGART 
03 MOVIE * *    That s Right 
You'ie     Wrong        M939I     Kay 
Kytar  Adofphe Menrou 
KBPMI     SUPERSOUTS     OF 
THE  70 8 Danny Lopar vt   Make 
A,Me    June    79  in  San  AntonnD 
I*.   ifli 
1:30 
09 NEWS 
2.00 
O CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
09 NEWS 
(ESPN)    INSIDE    THE    PGA 
TOUR IRl 
2:16 
fT»*C» MOVIE * '.     1990   Th* 
Brona We*i.art     119831 Vac Mo* 
row  I red Wefcamton 
230 
09 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
lESPNl SPORTSCENTER 
3:CO 
IEBPNI   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
FIFTH        ANNIVERSARY 
TOURNAMENT (R) 
3 46 
rmCJ   MOVIE   0**1      B<(an 
ttotm    119831 trvrttopher Waft 
en  NetafceWood 
4:0O 
atPW WORLD CUP SKIING 
Woman s super gaanl slalom hom 
Bormao  Maty  (Rl 
THURSDAY 
MARCH 26. 1666 
6:0O 
O 09 09 NEWS 
09 $100,000 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
O    MACNErL     /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 DtfF RENT STROKES 
9   OHIO   BUSINESS OUT- 
LOOK 
(ESPNI  FITNESS   MAGAZINE 
Hottl   lorn and Nancy Seaver 
(TMO     MOVIE      **        Purple 
Hearts    (19841 Ken Wahi   Chary- 
1 add In Vaatnam a Navy medac 
meatt and laftl an love with a dad 
•ceted nurse but the- future plant 
are   threatened  by   tha  «nevitebk- 
i! 
7O0 
Q    09    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT  featuted      Dvnaaty 
'eguler Pamela Bekwood 
Q KEEP IT IN THE FAMILY 
09 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
B DUKES OF HAZZARD 
69 BUSINESS REPORT 
CE)M-A*8*H 
09      MACNEIL      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
KSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
730 
O    R-M.     MAGAZINE     Spring 
naming with tha Cleveland indwjnt 
■n Tucton Aril kvang brlrboa*d 
hockey priaal 
I ONLY WHEN I LAUGH 
I FAMILY FEUD 
I TAXI 
I WILD.  WILD WORLD '  f 
ANIMALS 
QB THRE E S COMPANY 
(ESPNI COLLEGE HOCKEY 
NCAA Division I temttmar game 
ona ava hom Oalic-l 
BOO 
O 09 MAGNUM. P.I. H.y 
gns harbort an old htand who 
l hat broken out of ted io raacue hat 
kidnapped grandson and Mag 
num iHuctanity agtaat tohaap (Rl 
Q AN ENGLISHMAN 
ABROAD Deaperete lo* news 
hom lorvdon naiktd British spy 
liuy Burgost anangas to meet an 
Ausnakan actress after one of hat 
perloimarvcet m Moscow 19S8 
Alan Bates and Coral Brown* 
(playing harsettl star m thrs ikama 
bated on a (aa* lee rnctdani g 
0 COSBY SHOW Rudy com 
plams about being bored but 
when CM* allows her to have 
1'iendt over he wmdt up faced 
with r-ghi S yea* oldt 
0 WILOSrOE The W*dfde 
Charnna* ol Commarce takes on a 
band of outlaws who are en ate. 
mg workert m a mrnrng operaiKm 
CD THIS OLD HOUSE Com 
pkMion of flooring mttalLatian of a 
wood tt ova Q 
09 MOVIE * * * The Great 
Sanirm 119791 Robert OuvaH 
Blythe Oenner A rough and taady 
Marave Corps officer facet domat 
l« battles when he trrat to am 
pose rut mrMaty ideeH on has 
femey 
m THE LIVING PLANET A 
PORTRAIT OF THE EARTH 
David Attenborough atploras 
yteat rvort of the world rncludarag 
the Amazon and tha varratras ol 
hfa found an them ; J 
TTMCI MOVIE * * 'J Suang 
art Kew 116631 Peter Coyote 
Victoria Trmnant Tha lead <n a 
mad 60s low budget movie de 
■etopt an off camara raUtrorrahrp 
wrUihatcotiai an actress whose 
gangster boyfiwnd it Imancmg 
thefem    R 
8 30 
•   FAMILY   TIES   Steven  re 
lient  to rut  hometown  aha*  tha 
death   of   has  lather   and  Iran  lo 
O 1 AM A HOTEL Songs by 
Leonard Cohan weave a magical 
vadao fantasy around guests m 
cVxfcng Toaa* Cranston Ann 
Diichburn Robert Dee* os*e» and 
rieucke Moore at a grand cad ho 
lei (Rl 
Cf) EYE TOEYEC3 
CD THE LIVING PLANET: A 
PORTRAIT Of THE EARTH 
David Attenborough eaplores 
great fivers ol the world mdudrng 
the Amazon and tha varratras of 
We round m them □ 
CD MYSTERYI \The Advan 
lures Of Sherlock Hohnas ' 
Holmes discovers thai figures on 
tha wen of a Quiet Engfcejh country 
home provide a knk IO an an- 
IWIHIU* Chicago mobster g 
B:30 
O    FRONT    PAGE    CHAL- 
LENGE 
CD NIGHT COURT Bun be 
comas a volunteer father to a 13 
year old but Brfte teas ham some 
slanting news about the boy   (Rl 
1OO0 
O CD KNOTS LANDING 
Abby delays the Empee Vekey 
ptoract Gag tires lo rum Gary by 
■flaring his credit *atmg Mack 
grudgingly supports Karen s 
search lor the doctor who dafrv 
ered Val t batten g 
0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
CD HILL STREET BLUES 
Oavanpori iumt a case agamst a 
gheito youth Bates and Coffey 
try to clean up a bum before tut 
crucial testimony egpntt a cop 
krkar pa*tnars Md and Ranko span 
kS 
CD 20 / 20 Q 
CD CAPITOL JOURNAL 
Hodding Carlai hosts this 
nawsmaga/ma on tha Waahang 
ton poktacal scene featuring com 
mentaiy mtarvatws and field re 
ports    on     current    event t     and 
CD MYSTERY! Tha Advan 
turet Of Sherlock Hot matt 
Holmes and Watson are beffktd 
by a case involving a murder 
weapon they have discovered 
whose trace re urtdatectabfa Q 
fTMCI MOV* **'J Redo 
vw 11661) Jans Fonda Km 
Kritloflarton A forma' movie tier 
who  look  over  the chanmanshrp 
01 her late husband s corporation 
and a hagh-powered Imenoel em 
part become mvolved m a rksaa 
Mousdaat with Arab investors    fl 
10:16 
CD NEWS 
10:30 
fflSOLO 
CD ODD COUPLE 
(ESPN) RINGSIDE REVIEW 
11:00 
SO CD CD CD NEWS 
WHO. WHO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
CD WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
Q9   UNIVERSITY PERSREC- 
hrm on a rannar data   (R) 
CD     TONIGHT    Heat      Johnny 
Carson 
CD ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
CD  CD  LATENIGHT   AMFRI 
CA    Scheduled     lormar    Boston 
B*um  Derek  Sander ton thscustet 
drug abuse   Or    John McOougaS 
<   Tha   McOougea   Plan i    tasks 
about rut that plan 
09 SANFORO AND SON 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
11:46 
(TMCI MOVIE ft*** 
Around The World m 80 Days 
119561 Oevad Nrven Sheley Mac 
Lane In 1672. an Enghah gantia 
man makes a bat thai he can trav 
el around the world m 80 days 
Q 
12:00 
O     STREETS     OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
S)BJ / Loao 
03 THREE STOOGES 
(ESPN) WINTERWORLD (R) 
12:06 
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STUDENTS! 
STOP IN AND SEE 
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY! 
* SCHOOL SUPPLIES ♦ ART SUPPLIES ♦ PARTY GOODS 
• GREETING CARDS ♦ GIFTS 
ETC. 
Smiths 
HAUJWARK AND 
OfFICE SUPPLY 
For Those Special 
Birthdays... 
Anniversaries... 
Lavaliering... 
Pinning... 
People in love... 
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